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A B S T R A C T 
Acrlda exa l ta ta Walk, i s a serious pes t of cot ton and 
tobacco. I t a l so a t t acks sugarcane, pepper, r a g i , r i c e , jowar, 
•bamboo, c h i l l i and some v a r i e t i e s of g rasses . A good deal of 
work has been done on the bionomics and behaviour of Indian 
ac r id ids but very l i t t l e i s known about t h i s p e s t . Studies 
have, therefore , been undertaken on the ecology and biology of 
Acrida exa l t a t a . 
The population leve l of Acrida exa l t a t a over three 
years a t Aligarh has been discussed. Information i s furnished 
on seasonal va r i a t i on , i n t r a and i n t e r year f luc tua t ion and 
l i f e cycle i n na tura l condit ions. Climatic condit ions exert 
marked influence on the r i se and f a l l of populat ion. The 
timing of the various l i f e h i s to ry events ( i . e . ovipoSition, 
hatching and naturat ion) va r i e s widely from year to year 
depending upon the p a r t i c u l a r sequence of cl imatic condit ions 
preva i l ing throughout the en t i re grasshopper cycle . 
The l i f e cycle i s completed i n 65-76 days i n males 
and 76-89 days i n females. I t has seven i n s t a r s before 
emerging as an adu l t . Precopulation period v a i l e s from 6-8 
days for male while female was ready for copulation soon a f te r 
i t undergoes the f i na l moult. Time spent in copulat ion 
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r e l a t i v e l y v a r i e s . I t l a s t s 40-156 minutes. Oviposition 
s t a r t s a f t e r 15-20 days a f te r the emergence of female as adu l t . 
The period between f i r s t copulation and fij^st oviposi t ion 
varied from 7-20 days and the number of eggs per pod from 
56-79. Sgg pods were long, cy l ind r i ca l , rough and f rag i l e 
and provided with a concave cap. length of pod varied from 
5.8 - 4.7 cms., and width 5.5 - B.5 cms. Studies have been 
made on the reproductive behaviour of t h i s p e s t . This 
includes information on congregation on a f i e l d , breeding 
s i t e as well as de ta i led descr ipt ion of cour tsh ip , copulation 
and oviposi t ion behaviour. The males usual ly weigh l e s s than 
the females a t the time of emergence. The body weight of male 
does not tend to increase s ign i f i can t ly following the emergence. 
Conversely in females, body weight markedly increases u n t i l 
the f i r s t batch of eggs a t t a i n maturi ty. Body weight then 
f a l l s which i s presumably re la ted to ovipos i t ion . 
Temperature has d i rec t effect upon a l l the b io logica l 
a c t i v i t i e s special ly on the rate of development. No hatching 
was observed below 15*^ 0 and above 40^0. The hatching period 
period was 45, 35, 27, 23, 19, 17 and 16 days a t 15°, 20°, 25° , 
30°, 35°, 37° and 40°C., respect ively . Development took place 
a t 25°, 30?~ 35° and 40°C i n 92.6, 74.8, 71.8 and 66.6 days i n 
males and 101.0, 86 .4 , 85.6 and 75.2 days in females. Percentage 
of hoppers reached adult stage was 34.2, 51.5 , 73.5 and 76 percent 
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i n males and 51.0, 47.2, 68.0 and 71.5 percent i n females a t 
25°, 30°, 35° and 37°C respect ively . Longevity of adu l t s a t 
20°, 25°, 30°, 35° and 37°C was 68 + 2 .23 , 72 + 0 .55, 78 + 1.57, 
91 + 1.56 and 87 + 1.59 in males and 99 + 2.82, 104 + 1.57, 
113 + 1.93, 121 + 2.82 and 116 + 2.95 days respec t ive ly . Average 
number of copulation was 1.6, 2 .8 , 4 .2 , 5.2 and 5.6 a t 20°, 25°, 
30°, 35° and 37°C respec t ive ly . Average number of egg pods per 
female was 1, ^, 4, 5 and 7 a t 20°, 25°. 30°, 35°and 37°C 
respect ive ly . 
The oviposi t ion frequency was more i n case of dry topped 
so i l s as compared to so i l s which were moist throughout. Out of 
t o t a l 61 eggpods l a i d , 7 0 . ^ - were l a i d i n the fonner case and 
29.5^ in the l a t t e r . Since so i l - sur face temperature was higher 
on dry s o i l s , Acrida oviposited a f t e r basking on dried up top 
layer of moist s o i l s . The effect of incubating the eggs in 
so i l s of di f ferent moisture content was stiidied and i t was found 
tha t 8 percent s o i l moisture a t temperature 32 ± 0.5°C was the 
optimum for development from the point of v i a b i l i t y cum hatch-
a b i l i t y percentage. So i l s with f a r lower or fa r higher levels 
of moisture had the common effect of prolonging the incubation. 
Percentage of hoppers reaching to adul t stage was as h igh as 
77.86 and 81.25 percent a t 70% R.H., while lowest 30,75 and 
43.0 percent a t 90% R.H., in males and females respect ively . 
No development was took place a t 0%, 10% and 20% r e l a t i v e humidity. 
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The r a t e of development, surv iva l of nymphs and a d u l t s , 
s i ze , longevity of adu l t s , fecundity and size of egg pods were 
r e l a t i v e l y affected hy food p l a n t s . I t showed preference for 
tobacco, cot ton, jowar and maize. The apparent food preferences 
of t h i s grasshopper re la ted to the p l an t s avai lable i n i t s 
h a b i t a t . 
I t has sometimes been supposed tha t a contr ibutory 
fac tor in the formation of l a rge swarms of locus ts l i e s i n the 
associa t ion of an increased reproductive r a t e with the change 
from phase s o l i t a r i a to gregar ia . Studies ind ica te t ha t 
population exerts marked influence on the reproduction and 
breeding po ten t i a l of t h i s grasshopper. 
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Introtructton 
INTHOPUCTION 
Locusts and grasshoppers have long been regarded as one 
of the most important groups of agricultural pests. As a group 
they are phytophagous in nymphal as well as in adult stages. 
They feed on a wide variety of wild and cultivated plants 
including grasses, herbs, shrubs and trees. Their economic 
importance stems from their feeding habits, which periodically 
leads to serious crop losses? locusts and grasshoppers therefore 
competete with man in his efforts to grow sufficient food for 
his own needs. As man has increased the area of land under 
cultivation so the economic importance of locusts and grass-
hoppers has increased not only because there is more 'cultivated* 
food for locusts and grasshoppers to feed upon but, much more 
importantly, because in cultivating the land, man has created 
conditions which favour certain species of locusts and grass-
hoppers so that their numbers increase very substantially. 
Acrida exaltata Walk, is a pest of Sal (Shorea robusta), 
Cotton (G-ossypium hirsutum), Hyacinth bean (Doljchos lab lab) , 
Potato (Solanum tuberosum) , Chilli (Capsicum anum) , Tobacco 
(Wicotiana tabacum) , Teak (Tectona grandjs) , Black pepper 
(Piper nigrum), Jowar (Sorghum vulgare), Sugarcane (Saccharum 
officinarum), Rice (Oryza sativa), Bagi (Bleucine coracana), 
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Bamboo (Bambusa amndinacea) and many grasses . But i t i s a 
major pest of tobacco and cot ton. Asia i s the only continent 
where t h i s pest has i t s d i s t r i b u t i o n . I t i s found i n Burma, 
Ceylon, Pakis tan, Tibet , Afghanistan, Nepal, Indonesia, North 
Western Himalayas, Bangla Desh, I r an , Yemen and Ind ia , I n 
India i t i s widely d i s t r ibu ted in Assam, Kashmir, Andhra 
Pradesh, Ut ta r Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal, Orissa, Himachal 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra. 
The problem of the control of locusts and grasshoppers 
i s most in t imate ly connected with a deta i led study of the 
i n s e c t s themselves. The appl ica t ion of any method of control 
depends on a sound knowledge of var ious points i n the bionomics 
and behaviour of the i n s e c t s . Exact descr ip t ion of a l l s tages 
of development seems incumbent upon re la ted s tudies and for 
p r a c t i c a l puirposes. Without a thorough understanding of the 
i n t e r re la t ionsh ip between the in sec t s and t h e i r enviaronment, 
r ea l progress i n t h e i r control i s impossible. 
Although a good deal of work has been done on the 
bionomics and behaviour of a c r i d id s , yet l i t t l e i s known about 
Acrida exa l ta ta Walk. So the present study was taken up i n 
order to acquire a comprehensive knowledge about the ecology 
and biology of the pes t under inves t iga t ion . The study has 
been divided in to two p a r t s , v i z . Ecological and b io log i ca l . 
The ecological pa r t r e l a t e s to population dynamics and 
ef fec t of physical fac tors on the pes t and i n the second p a r t , 
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the biology and comprehensive bionomics has been studied. 
The present study is mainly based on field surveys. 
The purpose of the survey was to investigate and compare the 
seasonal ecological conditions occurring in different parts 
of the breeding regions of the Acrida exaltata, with view to 
ascertaining as to what factors they had in common, facilita-
ting, forecasting and concentrating control efforts and 
expenditure both in time and space. The work of the ecological 
survey helped considerably to elucidate this problem and to 
indicate the areas and habitats of potential importance. In 
view of the importance of fluctuating behaviour of the area 
density of recession population of adults, it was considered 
appropriate to undertake study of such populations found during 
1974-76. Analysis of chronological data on population density 
would throw into relief various types of movements (viz. 
seasonal trend, cyclical and irregular) of which such data are 
usually composed. Before the factors responsible for the 
build up and decline of the population are investigated, a 
clear picture of the fluctuations should preferably be obtained. 
Studies were made on the bionomics, life history, 
copulation and oviposition behaviour. Relationship of weight 
vis-a-vis the growth was noted. Detailed studies have been 
made on the reproductive behaviour of males and females and 
selection of oviposition site of different soil by gravid 
fenales. 
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Physical factors play very impoirtant role i n the l i f e 
h i s to ry of an i n sec t . Studies were made to note the ef fect 
of physical fac tors v i z . temperature, humidity, food and 
crowding on Acrida exaltata. Walk. 
^ebietD of %iUvutmt 
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BEVIEW 0? LITSRAJURB 
Acrlda exaltata Walk, is a serious pest of cotton and 
tobacco. Besides cotton and tobacco, it also attacks on rice, 
sugarcane, potato and grasses. Asia is the only subcontinent 
of its distribution. Very little woaA: has been done on Acrida 
ftxaltata Walk., only few workers reported about its occurrence. 
It is reported from Burma, Ceylon, India and Jawa (Willemse, 
1951). West Pakistan, South Bast Tibbet, Afghanistan, Yemen, 
South Yemen, Nepal and North West Himalayas (Millet, 1961; 
Chopard and Dreux, 1966). In India it is found in Assam, 
Kashmir, TJttar Pradesh, Bihar, Orissa, Maharashtra and Madhya 
pi«,desh (Browne, 1968; Tandon and Shishodia, 1969) and Andhra 
Pradesh (Ballard, 1921). 
Acrida exaltata is a pest of cotton (Ballard, 1921), 
sugarcane (Agarwal and Koidaswami, I960 and Bhide, 1968) and 
Tobacco (I.C.T.C., I960). According to Bhide (1968) sugarcane 
young shoots are more susceptible than leaves to grasshoppers 
damage. According to him, damage to leaves is in inverse 
proportion to chlorophyll content of the varieties (i.e. lighter 
leaves more heavily damaged than dark leaves), Sugarcane 
varieties having sharply serrated marginal leaves are liable to 
be less attacked irrespective of the leaf colour. Irshad (1977) 
listed Acrida as a minor pest of rice. 
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Hafez and Ibrahim (1958) studied the structure of an 
egg and nymphal stages of Acrida -pellucida. He further studied 
(1959» i960), anatomical structures of the Acrida pellucida. 
It has long heen recognized that the wide fluctuations 
periodically occurring in acridid populations throu^ out the 
world are closely linked to weather conditions (Parker, 1935; 
Dempster, 1963). The major weather factors involved are 
apparently temperature and precipitation. In some character-
istically very dry regions, rainfall may "be the principal 
limiting factor in grass hopper ecology through its influence 
on food (Scharff, 1954), on breeding behaviour (TJvarov, 1956) 
or on egg survival and hatch (ilbrecht, 1956). Putnam (1954) 
said that grasshopper outbreaks usually coincide with extended 
period of hot, dry weather. Analysis of chronological data on 
population density would throw into relief various tjrpes of 
movements (viz. seasonal trend, cyclical and irregular) of which 
such data are usually composed (Croxton and Cowden, 1956). 
Before the factors responsible for build up and decline of the 
population are investigated, we must have a true picture of 
the fluctuation itself. 
Temperature extremes and starvation, their resistance 
was found to be population dependent. According to Suslik 
(1975)» the seasonal dispersal of the grasshopper was found 
to depend on the height of the grass stand; and population 
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density varied at different times of the year. Temperature 
during peak population density was highly significant (Edwards, 
I960). Nymphal development of giasshoppers varied considerably 
from year to year and region to region (Riegert and Pickford, 
1963j, Temperature extremes and starvation resistance was 
found to be population dependent (Hastings and Pepper, 1964). 
The effect of climatic factors on egg survival and 
fecundity in grasshopper was studied by Pickford (1970). He 
gave the reason of population increase, due to favourable 
environmental conditions, fecundity increased and more eggs 
survived. Edward (1964) in Canada observed that temperature 
only is not responsible for increase in the population. High 
temperature along with the low precipitation factor responsible 
for outbreaks. 
Pickford (I960, 1966) in Melanoplus bjlituratus, observed 
marked differences in rate of development, survival and fecun-
dity because of differing weather patterns. He further found 
that nymphal development was usually accelerated, vhen nymphs 
hatched at higher temperature. Increase of population due to 
high temperature at the time of egg laying was also supported 
by Eandell and Mukherji (1974). Heavy rain in an outbreak area 
gave rise in population (Casimir, 1962). Embiyonic growth and 
hatchability of eggs in Melanoplus bivjttatus was depend upon 
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the weather conditions a t the time of ovipuox oxuxx \ i j.uis.ioj.-u, 
1976). Mortal i ty due to i n a b i l i t y to moult and to cannibalism 
i s wide spread and possibly universe . The view tha t weather 
i s the factor ul t imately cont ro l l ing acr id id populations was 
c r i t i c i s e d by G-reathed (1976), because b i o t i c f ac to r s may be 
more important in t r o p i c a l a r eas , where in sec t s a2?e able to 
breed continuously, than was bel ieved, Launois (1976) gave 
some p r a c t i c a l methods of analysing acr id id populat ion. Besides 
these few other workers also studied the population in r e l a t i o n 
to weather conditions Schistocerca gre^aria (Ashall and B l l i s , 
1962; S iddiq i , 1965); Eypreuocnemis iplorans (Abashidze and 
Abashidze, 1972). Mulkem (1970) and Descamps (1975) studied 
fac to r s influencing the d i s t r i bu t i on and abundance of acr id id 
population in general . 
Great deal of woifc has already been made on the bionomics 
and l i f e h i s t o r i e s of various a o r i d i d s . Various workers have 
worked out the Bionomics and l i f e h i s t o r i e s of Acridids, 
Attractomorpha crenulata (Agarwal, 1955); Schistocerca gregar ia 
(HunterrJones, 1967); Eypreoocnemis plorans ornat ipes (Antoniou 
and Hunter-Jones, 1968); Pyrogomorpha conica Ol iv ie r (Ibrahim, 
1972, 1973); Locusta migratoria (Oberl in, 1973); Brachvst i la 
magna (Burleson, 1974); AioloT)ua tha lass inus F. (Azamayeshfard, 
1975) ; Brown spotted locus t , Oyrtacanthacris t a t a r i c a L, (Ba-
Ingood, 1976). Sice grasshoppei:', Hieroglvijhus n igroreule tus Bol . 
(Roonwal, 1945); The Ak grasshopper, Poiki locerus p i c tus Fab. 
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(Pruthi and Figam, 1939) and Aularches punotatus Drury 
(Katiyar, 1955). But no work is available on the life history 
and bionomics of Acrida eacaltata Walk, 
Beproductive behaviour of Acridids was also studied by 
many workers, reproductive behaviour of red locust, Nomadacris 
septemfasciata (Norris, 1959)5 Migratory grasshopper, 
Melanoplus sanguinips P. (Pfadt and Smith, 1972; Pickford and 
Gillott, 1972) and Camnula pellucida (Pickford, 1974). Katijrar 
(1952) made detailed study of various mode of copulation in 
short homed grasshoppers and observed that ratio of the body 
of female and male determines about the mode of reproduction. 
Robertson (1954) studied the number of eggs in the egg pods of 
the red locust, Nomadacris septemfasciata and Katiyar (1957) 
studied the effect of ecological conditions such as temperature, 
humidity and food on the oviposition and constitution of egg 
pods. 
Many acridids are known to react to different soil type 
and media during oviposition. These reactions are known to be 
governed partly by factors such as structures, compactness, 
moisture, salinity, temperature etc, of the media. Maxwell-
Darling (1934); Popov (1959); Bhatia and Singh (1961); Woodrow 
(1965); Norris (1968); Phipps (1968); Popov (1968) and Ahluwalia 
et al. (1972) found that during desert locust swaim soon after 
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s e t t l i n g , the mature females begin to reconnitre the area i n 
search of s i t e s su i t ab le for egg laying. However, the ro le 
which the so i l type plays in the se lec t ion of the s i t e of 
oviposi t ion i s not yet c l e a r . 
Husain (1932) found t h a t the Desert locus t did not 
ovipos i t i n clay s o i l s or s o i l consis t ing of muddiug clay and 
by gravels . He, however did not obtain any s ign i f i can t 
oviposi t ion differences i n s o i l s l i k e loam, coarse sand and 
f ine sand, Maxwell-Darling (1934) found tha t the s o l i t a r y 
Schistocerca g;re^arj[,a preferred laying in s o i l s with h i ^ 
percentage of coarse sand and low percentages of fine sand, 
s i l t , clay p lus s a l t s . Leheta and Badran (1969) claimed tha t 
Schistocerca gregaria does not show any p r e f e r e n t i a l differences 
i n sand, clay and sand/clay mixtures. Abd-El-Hadi and 
Hassanein (1968) observed tha t the desert locus t w i l l oviposi t 
i n a mixture of one p a r t of sand to three p a r t s of gravel by 
volume and tha t locus t s a lso preferred sandy s o i l to loam or 
sand with gravel for ovipos i t ion . Chandra ^ §1, (1973) studied 
the se lect ion of oviposi t ion s i t e by the gravid female. They 
observed that sand was preferred to f ine clay or f u l l e r ' s 
e a r t h . The incubation period was longer and the hatching r a t e 
was lower i n clay than i n sand, and eggs l a i d i n f i r e clay or 
f u l l e r ' s ear th did not ha tch . 
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Bhatia and Sin^ (I96I) noted that graviid female of 
Schistocerca gregaria select sandy soils almost devoid of 
vegetation for oviposition, A detailed study of structure of 
egg pods and eggs of Indian AcHdids was made by Katiyar (I960), 
In selection of oviposition site, mainly softness and hardness 
plays role but the colour of the medium appeared not to affect 
selection (Choudhury, 1956). He further observed that moisture 
content and degree of compactness considered alone had signifi-
cant effects. On the contrary Popov (1958) observed that a 
dry soft, sandy surface soil is preferred to a moist compact 
one; the level of moisture below the surface is unimportant 
to a depth of about 6 cm; but at greater depths there is a 
selection in favour of the higher moisture levels, Oviposition 
occurred more frequent in moist sand covered with a layer of 
dry sand than in sand that was moist throughout. In sand that 
was dry throughout, only digging but no oviposition occurred, 
locust is capable of distinguishing sand moistened with water 
from sand moistened with other liquids. Preference of soil 
type for egg-laying by Schistocerca gregaria was studied by 
Venkatesh si SQt* (1974). Size of the sand particle was 
responsible for hatching success. This was observed in case 
of Locusta pardalina by Petty (1973). He observed that size 
ranging from 1,5 to 0,3 mm was significant by greater than 
that of eggs laid in sand composed of the moire extreme particle 
diameters. Material composing the pods in Which locusts eggs 
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are laid plays an important role in retarding the rate of 
dessication of these eggs (Petty, 1973). 
In insects, there is some record on the changes in 
total weight of body of larval foims (Chen, I960). In adults, 
generally an initial increase in the body weight of insects 
is associated with the growth of exoskeleton i.e., thickness 
of the cuticle, development of muscles etc. following the 
emergence. However, in Locusta migratoria mjgratorioides 
(Phipps, 1950; Cheu, 1952); Schlstocerca gregaria (Norris, 
1959)» the main increase in the body weight of adults parti-
cularly female is closely related with the maturation of 
gonads. Thus, the changes in the weight of the body as well 
as that of ovaries in relation to age and maturation were 
studied. 
Of the physical environmental factors, temperature "and 
moisture have decidedly the most potent influence on the life 
activities of all insects. Temperature has direct effect on 
all biological activities specially on the development. This 
had been studied by many worke^ -s. Bhatia (1957), while working 
on Schistocerca gregaria found that the nymphs which hatched 
at lower temperature were darker in colour and heavier than at 
higher temperature. He further observed that hatching takes 
place earlier at higher temperature. MatheV (1962) worked out 
the effect of higher temperature on the eggs of Locusta pardalina 
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(Wlk). He found tha t twenty one days a t 45*^ 0 was enough to 
destroy a l l the eggs. Pap i l lon e t a l , (1972) studied the 
e f fec t of temperature on the percentage of ha tch l ing . According 
to him the tempei^-ture a t the time of egg-laying played very 
important role i n the percentage of ha tch l ings . Mathee (1954) 
ohserved i n the case of Locusta Tpardalina t ha t v i a b i l i t y of 
eggs was dependent upon the high temperature of the s o i l . 
Symmons et a l . (1974) studied the re la t ionsh ip between develop-
ment and temperature i n Schistocerca gregaria Walk, and found 
t h a t temperature range between 30-40°C was favourable range fo r 
development. Abou-Elela and Hilmy (1977) observed i n case of 
Acrotylus insUbricus t h a t temperature effect on the hatching 
period and development, Befrigeration of eggs for shor te r 
per iod had no effect on the hatching (Bri je and Blickenstaff , 
1974). Khan and Aziz (1974) made s tudies on the effect of 
temperature and humidity on the incubation and hoppers develop-
mental period of Bvprepocnemis a l a c r i s S e r v i l l e , They observed 
tha t the temperature in r e l a t i on with moisture affect the 
development of hoppers, Tutkun (1973) observed i n Desert 
locust tha t temperature has d i rec t effect on the reproductive 
behaviour, egg-laying and hatching of eggs. Number of v iab le 
and nonviable eggs, vermiform larvae tha t were dead or f a i l ed 
to moult, and hatchings were dependent upon the temperature i n 
Desert locust (El-Miniawi, 1965), caark (1967) i n Locusta 
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mjgratorla mlgratorioides found tha t the r a t e of weight l o s s 
i n starved adul ts was douhled and pre-ovipos i t ion period was 
much longer though the pre-copulat ion period was same a t 
d i f fe ren t temperature, Qayyum and Atique (1973) found tha t 
temperature has d i r ec t influence on the hatching, i^ te of 
development, precopulation and preoviposi t ion period and 
i«p reduction. 
Few other workers made s imi lar observations. Parker 
(1930) in Melanoplus mexicanus and Camnula pe l luc ida ; Husain 
and Ahmad (1936) in Desert locus t , Schlstocerca ^ regar i^ ; 
Church and Sa l t (1952) i n Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l s ; Chapman 
(1955) i n Locusta migratoria migrator ioides; Kwipling and 
Sullinam (1957); Bhatia and Singh (1965) in Desert Locust; Ya 
Khimuvich and Bruak (1965) i n Locusta migrator ia ; Par ihar (1971) 
i n Poic i locerus p i c t u s ; Beenakkers jgt a l . (1971) in Locusta 
pijgratoria and Michel §t a l . (1976) in Schistocerca g rega i l a . 
For successful "breeding of the Desert locus t a r a i n f a l l 
of about 20 mm was estimated to be necessary (Magor, 1962). 
The incubating egg absorbs i t s weight of water (Shulov, 1952) 
and i t was es tabl ished t h a t the higher weight of gregarious 
hatchl ings was mainly due to t h e i r higher content of water 
(Blackith, 1961; Albrecht, 1962). As r a i n f a l l i s not uniform 
a l l over the breeding area and egg-laying does not take place 
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in soils vdth varying quantities of moisture in nature, experi-
ments were conducted in the laboratory to find out the effect 
of varying availability of water on the viability of the eggs 
and resultant hatchlings. 
Studies on the selection of oviposition sites by 
several locust species have been made by Johnson and Maxwell-
Darling (1931); Kennedy (1949) and Choudhury (1956). Egg 
lajring by the Desert Locust, Schistocerca ^regaria Porsk. does 
not occur unless soil is moist (Hunter-J ones, 1964; Husain 
et al.« 1940) and that is why in the desert area, breeding 
takes place only after rainfall (Bao, 1934; Maxwell-Darling, 
1934, 1936; Magor, 1962), According to Popov (1958) oviposition 
by the Desert Locust occurs more frequently in moist sand 
which is covered with a layer of dry sand as compared to the 
soils which were moist throughout, 
Pood consumption was dependent upon the relative 
humidity present in the atmosphere and water content in the 
food (Sanger, 1973), Water content directly affects the size 
of hatchlings of Schistocerca gregaria. water loss during the 
last half of incubation resulting in smaller hatchlings and 
excess water uptake in larger hatchlings (Bemays, 1972), 
Shulov (1970) in Nomadacris se-ptemfaciata and Locusta mlgratoria 
migratorioides found that condition of humidity and temperature 
changes in degree of development and weight for eggs. The 
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embryos were found to undergo a r r e s t of development under 
several d i f ferent s e t s of condi t ions , a l l associa ted vdth 
alssence of avai lable moisture and resume development on 
being provided with contact moisture. Shulov and Pener (1963) 
i n Desert Locust found t h a t eggs died i n absence of required 
water, Pickford (1975) found i n Camnula T?ellucida t h a t water 
i s essei i t ia l for the development of eggs in the absence of 
water b las tokinens is did not occur while P e t t y (1974) i n 
Locusta migratoria found no s ign i f ican t difference i n mass 
weight between hoppers from eggs tha t survived to hatch a t 
the dif ferent humidity r a t e s , but have effect on development 
and hatching. Moist so i l was preferred than dry s o i l by 
Welanoplus sanguinipes (Edwards and Epp, 1965). When no moist 
s o i l was ava i l ab le , coarse dry so i l was preferred to fine dry 
s o i l , but the oviposi t ion r a t e was reduced. A preference fo r 
the moist atmosphere become evident and was maintained through-
out ecdysis and for a few hours following i t ( I t tegert , 1958). 
Nymphs moved from a place with a lower to one with a 
h igher r e l a t i v e humidity i n the f i e ld (Blegert , 1959). Embryonic 
development may be retarded a t high temperature when there i s 
inadequate s o i l moisture (Mukherji and Handell, 1975). But 
Hunter-Jones (1964) did not found any re t a rda t ion in the 
incubation period of eggs due to lack of moisture, only he 
found tha t when avai lable water was not suf f ic ien t for success 
development, the eggs died. 
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Pew others a lso found s imi lar effects of humidity on 
the development, hatching and Fer t i l i t y -Fecund i ty . Papi l lon 
(1970, 1971) in Schistocerca gregar ia ; Harjai and Sikka (1970) 
i n Schistocerca gregaria and Pe t t y (1974) i n Locuata migratoria 
migra tor io ides . 
A good deal of work had already been done on the e f fec t s 
of food p lan t s on var ious species of Acrididae. Parker (1930) 
s ta ted tha t moisture ef fec ts grasshoppers i n d i r e c t l y through 
t h e i r food suppl ies ; food of low moisture content tending to 
produce l a rge r and longer winged ind iv idua ls than highly 
sacculent food. Sanderson (1959) while working on d i f f e r e n t i a l 
grasshopper, Melanoplus d i f f e r e n t i a l s Thos. observed f a s t 
development, h igher survival r a t e and more eggs when reared on 
Soyabean than cotton. He fur ther observed tha t t h i s g rass -
hopper did not survive beyond the f i r s t i n s t a r when fed only 
on Beimuda g ras s . I s e l y (194-2) obsearved i n f e s t a t i o n of the 
d i f f e r e n t i a l grasshopper increased i n Arkanses areas where 
soyabeans l a rge ly replaced cotton i n the farming programm. 
Pfadt (194-9) found a l f a l f a was a poor exclusive food for 
nymphal development. 
Acrldids, though polyphagus, show some preference for 
c e r t a i n food p l an t s . Maxwell-Darling (1934) made a passing 
reference to the choice of food p lan t by C^rotogonus spec ies . 
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Isely (1944) studied the food preference of the -American 
grasshoppers and correlated them vdth the structure of their 
mandibles. Husain et al, (1946) experimented vd.th the Desert 
Locust tipped out whether a plant was eaten readily, reluc-
tantly or avoided altogether, Boonwal (1953) described in 
detail the food preferences of the Desert Locust, 
Alam (1952, 1955) in Schistocerca ^re^arja observed 
that locust have some preference for food. He said that 
Anjeer (Ficus carica) have been completely avoided whereas 
Husain ^  al. (1946) have recorded that it was eaten readily, 
Bemays and Chapman (1973) studied the role of food plants on 
the survival and development of Chortoicetes terminifera under 
drought condition. They observed that development was slow, 
survival was also poor and the survivors were of small size. 
Parker (1937) studied the food consumption by grasshoppers. 
Effect of food plants on the growth in hoppers of Chrotogonus 
trachvpterus was studied by Latif and Haque (1951). Kozhanchikov 
(1950) classified food plants into six different categories 
ranging from those that allowed for complete development to 
those Which were unfit even for maintenance, Putnam (I962) in 
Camnula Dellucida found certain food preference among some 
native and introduced plants, Mulkem et al, (1962) in the 
case of Melano-plus differential3 and Melanoplus sanguinipes 
found that food plants affects on survival, development, 
nymphal mortality and size of the grasshoppers. However he did 
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not found any diffe2?ence on the male and female and on the 
developmental s tages , Barnes (1955, 1963, 1965) worked out the 
e f fec t of food p lan ts on the l e s so r migratory grasshopper. He 
experimented on Melanoplus mexioanus mexlcanus and found tha t 
food p lan t s af fec ts on surv iva l , development, fecvmdity and 
morphology, Singh (196I) noted ce r t a in degree of food 
preference in ChTOtogonus trachyT?terus for var ious food 
offered. Mulkem et a l . (1969) in the north cen t r a l grea t 
p l a in s studied the food hah i t s and preferences . Pickford 
(1963) studied the n u t r i t i o n a l value of d i f ferent food which 
were preferred by grasshoppers cause for the food se l ec t ion . 
These chemicals were responsible for the growth, development, 
survival and fecundity. There were marked difference of 
feeding a t different temperature and humidity (Gangwere, 1959). 
Mulkem si al» (1964) studied the food hab i t s and preference 
of grasshoppers associated with sand p i l l s p r a i r i e . Hoekastra 
and Beenakkers (1976) observed tha t ne i the r the general shape 
of the growth curve nor the duration of the developmental 
period were influenced by the various d i e t s , 
Ba-Angood and Khidir (1975) studied the comparative 
accep tab i l i t y of d i f ferent food p lan t s by some spec ies , Bai ley 
and Mukherji (1976) worked out the feeding h a b i t s and food 
preferences of Melano-plus b i v i t t a t u s and Melanoplus fermurrubreum. 
Terry si S l - (1977) i n the case of Zonocerus var iega tus found 
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s t a t i s t i c a l l y s ign i f i can t preference for c e r t a i n v a r i e t i e s , 
defo l ia t ing them before moving on to l e s s preferred ones, 
Mc-Caffery (1975, 1976) in the case of Locusta migratoria 
migratorioides found the re ta rda t ion i n egg production, when 
i t vas fed on poor qual i ty of g rass . He gave the reason, tha t 
poor qual i ty food i s often insu f f i c i en t to i n i t i a t e o r 
maintain egg development, i t r e t a rds egg production and r a i s e s 
the r a t e of terminal oocyte resorpt ion , Le-Berry and Maingnet 
(1973) observed tha t weight of the Locusta migrator ia Linn, 
was very much influenced by the food substances. Good qual i ty 
of food increases the weight, while poor qua l i ty of food 
decreases. Food has d i r ec t ef fec t on the weight of g rass -
hoppers both on nymphal and adul t stage (DelVi and Pandian, 
1972). Lambley et a l . (1972) studied the feeding preferences 
of grasshoppers. Mulkem and Toczek (1972) i n Melanoplus 
d i f f e r e n t i a l i s and Melanoplus sanguiniss observed t h a t the 
number of i n s t a r s required before development was completely 
var ied but was not re la ted to the type of d i e t . Differences 
i n survival and r a t e of development were not the r e s u l t of 
differences i n food consumption or digest ion coef f ic ien t , 
Abushama and El-Khidir (1976) while working on Truxal is grandia 
found marked preference of food among twelve t e s t ed p lan t 
spec ies . Pood range of each grasshopper was d i f fe ren t (Ba-
Angood and El-Khidir , 1975). Schistocerca gregarja showed 
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the widest food range. Mac-Farlane and Thorsteinson (1977) 
reared MelanoTjlus b i v l t t a t u s on various liguminosae food p lan t s 
and obsearved tha t survival and growth r a t i o was d i f ferent on 
various foods. Akhtar (1971) in the case of chrotogonus 
t rachypterus worked the percentage consumed of food and observed 
tha t i t differed according to food, Burleson (1974) studied 
the effect of food p lan t s on the Brachvstola magna. 
Toy (1973) in Schistocerca gregaria observed t h a t 
grasses were successful for the developmental r a t e , mortality-
r a t e and morphometries of the adu l t s , Abushama and Elhag (1971) 
found tha t seasonal occurrence of r i va r i an ac r id ids Truxal is 
grandis Klug., StenohiTSPUs sp.^ Cale-phorus yenustus (Wlk,), 
Acrotvlus insubr iens , Trilo-phidia conturbata (Walk.) and 
Ochribidia sp. i n Khartoum was mainly affected by the food 
presents in the area . Toy (1974) studied the feeding and 
locomotaiy a c t i v i t i e s of Zonocerus var iega tus and observed tha t 
c e r t a i n food were su i t ab le for act iveness and growth of g rass -
hoppers. The variance i n number of ovar ioles in females of 
|>ocusta migrateria migratorioides was observed by Albrecht 
(1955) and found to be affected by the enviromment and food 
of the hoppers. 
Females of grouped p a i r s produced a l a r g e r number of 
eggs per pod and l a i d a g rea t e r number of eggs tha t were more 
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vialjle and hatched atleast one day earlier than those of other 
groupings in Melanor>lu3 "bivittatus (Itiegert, 1965). Smith (1968) 
observed in Melanoplus sanguinjpes no significant difference 
in the numher of fertile eggs produced "by isolated or crowded 
females, llthough the isolated females oviposited for an 
average of 78,2 days and the crowded 58.2 days. Isolated fema-
les laid more eggs than crowded but viability of eggs was 
significantly lower, 69^ for isolated and 81% for crowded 
females. Survival was longer in isolated females. Berre et. 
al_. (1969) in LoCusta migrateria cinerscus observed that some 
perpetually isolated females did not oviposit, and females kept 
with a female nymph oviposited on filter paper or on the sides 
of the cage and not in the normal way in provided sand. The 
shortest preoviposition periods resulted from the company either 
of male older than the female or of one or four other virgin 
females, and the largest number of females laying noimally were 
accompanied from adult emergence by single male or a single 
virgin female. Gassier (1970) in Locusta migratoria migratorioides 
observed that in nature, crowding, high temperature, long day 
length and low relative humidity induce a photocerebral inhi-
bitory factors that passes along the internal paracardiac nerves 
to reduce gonotrophic activity. 
The ratio of femur length to pronotum length (PA* ratio) 
varied inversely with rearing density, heighest in the isolated 
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nymphs and decreased gradually vdth age (Gradojevic, I960). 
Papillon (1970) in ScMstocerca ^regaila found that crowding 
of adults shortened the reproductive period, slowed down the 
rhythm of laying and reduced the number of eggs per pod, causing 
a considerable decrease . in fecundity. The percentage being 
significantly greater for second instar hoppers, reared in 
crowds than for those reared in isolation, and hoppers reared 
in isolation aggregated more than nymphs of the grasshoppers, 
Anacridium aegypticum and Cyrtacanthacris tatarica (Ellis, 1955). 
Norris (1957) in Schistocerca gregaria found great variation 
in sexual maturation of adults living in crowded and isolated 
condition. Crowding has been foxmd to retard adult maturation 
in Locusta migrateria and to accelerate in Schistocerca 
gregaria (Morris, 1964). 
JIntoniou and Hobinson (1974) in Schistocerca gregaria 
found no significant difference in fecundity between females 
grown at different rearing densities, but there was a great 
difference in fertility. There was no difference in hatching 
weight between the rearing densities. Joshi and Vadehra (1976) 
in Hieroglyphus nigroretiletus found that early mating takes 
place in crowded females than isolated, and was thought a 
result from an earlier secretion of sex harmones under the 
stress of crowding. Crowding of adults of Schistocerca. gr^garja 
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shortened the reproductive period, slowed down the Aythm of 
laying and reduce the number of eggs per pod, causing a consi-
derable decrease in fecundity (Papillon, 1970 and Norris, 1954) 
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5 . MirBx^ALSAND METHODS 
Large number of f u l l y matured a d u l t s of Acrida e x a l t a t a 
Walk, were c o l l e c t e d from t h e Sc ind ia P o r t , Al igarh ( i^at . 27*^  
54 '30"N. l o n g . 78°4 '26"E) . They were r e a r e d i n wooden cages 
( 5 ' x 1^'x 2*) with g l a s s p a n e l s on one s i d e . Cages were 
provided h o l e s f o r m e t a l l i c egg t ubes ( P l a t e 5 ) . The v/ooden 
cages were provided with an e l e c t r i c "bulh (6o wat t ) f o r l i g h t 
and h e a t . Cages wez^ warmed by 1 e l e c t r i c l i g h t bu lb ; t h e s e 
were not t h e r m o s t a t i s t i c a l l y c o n t r o l l e d but t h e heo-t could be 
roughly r egu l a t ed by changing the number o r s i z e of t h e bulb' 
used . I n cages an e l e c t r i c bulb hung from t h e roof; t h i s 
bulb v/as tu rned on f o r only t e n hours i n t h e day t i m e . The 
e f f e c t of t ^ i s was t o r a i s e t h e a i r t empera tu re dur ing t h e 
day t ime by t h r e e or four degrees ; an arrangement which 
appeared t o be b e n e f i c i a l t o t h e g ra s shoppe r s . 3very cage 
con ta ined a l a r g e number of u p r i g h t s t i c k s which af forded 
s u i t a b l e s i t e s fo r moult ing and a l s o , when n e a r the over 
head l i g h t , f o r bask ing . A p c t r i d i s h of water covered with 
"oerforated z inc was kept i n each cage and r e f i l l e d a s of ten 
a s was n e c e s s a r y , to keep t ^ e humidi ty upto tho des i r ed l e v e l . 
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The perforated zinc panels in the roof could also be p a r t i a l l y 
or wholly closed for t h i s purpose, 
Eiitire work was divided in to two port ions - ecological 
and hiolof?ical s tud ies . In the port ion of ecology seasonal 
va r i a t i on and effect of physical factors v i z . temperature, 
humidity, food and ci*owding v;as studied and in b io log ica l 
por t ion complete bionomics v;as worked out. 
PoDulation dynamicst 
The f i e l d obseirvations were taken for three years from 
January, 74 to December, 76, during different months of the 
year. The samples of hoppers and adul t s v/ere obtained by 
sv/eeping method, A standard net was used for co l l ec t ion of 
grasshoppers. The insec t s were col lected every tenth day for 
an hour from acr idid f i e ld s t a t i on (bcindia Poarfc, Ali'^arh) . 
The co l l ec t ion was made in the morning hours. Meterological 
records were obtained from the weather s t a t ion , Department 
of Physics, Aligarh Muslim Universi ty, Aligarh. 
Data on peak density recorded each month in the area 
for the period (1974-76) were used for ana lys i s . These month-
ly pealcs were then analysed for the three months each, 
cons t i tu t ing four seasons i . e . . Winter (December to J'ebruary) , 
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Spring (March to May), Summer (June to Aiigust) and Aatunm 
(September to November), Only the mean values of various 
seasons were considered to reveal intra and inter year fluc-
tuations. The reason for using seasonal instead of monthly 
population was to obtain 'nil* population values, invariablly 
encountsred for months at a time, especially during winter 
and spring seasons. 
Inter year fluctuation was measured by the deviations 
of the seasonal mean from that of annual mean for three years. 
Comparative behaviour of two types of fluctuations was also 
studied. 
Studies on made on the life history of Acrida exaltata 
under the natural condition. 
Bionomics: 
Mults were reared in wooden cages in the laboratory, 
Eggpods were obtained from the cages and kept in a glass jar 
covered with muslin cloth tightened with rubber band. Jars 
with eggpods were kept in an incubator at 37 + 1°C and 70% 
ii.II. Eggpods were moistened daily according to the need of 
the sand. 
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The hatched hoppers were kept in jars and were supplied 
daily with fresh food. Breeding was carried out in the 
laboratory at room temperature which was around 35°C. Besides 
the jars for observations of the duration of stages, colour 
etc, some hoppers of the first stage were kept individually in 
glass tubes (15 x 5.B cms) covered with muslim cloth (Plate 4), 
Sggpods were collected from the wooden cages for the 
study of eggpod and eggs. Number of eggs were counted and 
structure of an egg, and eggpod was studied, 
Reproductive behayiour. : Close observations were made on the 
reproductive behaviour of 5 pairs of Yo^xn.g adult ,Acild.a. exaltata 
for approximately B weeks. Each insect was individually n^ -rked 
on the pronotum and hind femora with a paint, one pair was 
left unma2*:ed to determine whether any of the various colours 
used had a deterent effect on mating behaviour. The insects 
were reared together in a laboratory cage (3' x l-g-* x 2') at 
temperature 35 + 1°C and 70% ii,H, They were kept under 
observation from 08 30 to 17 00 hours daily, All successful 
coupling and eggpod deposition were recorded. 
Selection of oviposition site: The types of media investigated 
in the experiments were as follows:-
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(i) Fuller's earth,(ii) Pire clay, (iii) Clay and (iv) Sand. 
The sand was sieved through a 20 mesh sieve and Puller's 
earth, fire clay and ordinary clay were powdered, to a fineness 
that easily passed through a 20 mesh sieve. The media were 
then wetted with water to give 10 per cent moisture "by volume 
and filled into oviposition tubes (10 x 1.5 cms). The same 
numher of tubes was used in each treatment. 
Data on the mechanical and chemical composition of the 
different media are given in Table 12, 
In the first set of experiments, the oviposition media 
were filled into sixteen oviposition tubes, Pour tubes of 
each treatment were placed according to Latin square lay out 
in cage. Eight pairs of mature adults with the female ready 
to oviposit were introduced into the cage. These adults were fed 
on grasses. The tubes were checked daily at 10 00 hours for 
signs of oviposition and the numbers of bores, and eggpods 
recorded. The experiments was replicated four times. The 
results are presented in Table 10 and 11, In the second set 
of experiment, pairs of mature adults were placed in cages in 
which four oviposition tubes of only one type of oviposition 
media were available. Other conditions were as in the first 
set 'of experiment. The positions of the tubes were altered 
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daily to give ample ovipositlon opportunities to the females 
in each cage. The oviposition tubes were examined daily at 
10 00 hours. Observations and records taken as in the first 
experiment. The results are given in table 9. ^be results 
obtained in experiments 1 and 2 were subjected to analysis of 
variance and the F-test used to determine the preference of 
ovipositing adults for different media. 
Changes in weight of the body in relation to a^e and maturation? 
1 stock culture of 4.crid.a was maintained in the laboratory 
at 55 + 1°C! and 70% -R,H. in the rearing cages and jai^ (3' x li' 
X 2') and (2o x 10 cms) respectively. 
Newly hatched nynrphs were 2recor§ed to be zero age. At 
a time, the weight of each member of several pairs of adults 
of different age groups was recorded. Females were dissected 
in dry condition. The anatomical condition of the ovaries 
was observed. Then both the ovaries were taken out completely 
and transferred to a weight tube which was then kept at 40 C 
for 20 minutes to remove the traces of moisture. Finally, the 
weight of each pair was recorded. The data were analysed 
statistically to appreciate the significance changes by 
applying 't* test according to Hoel (1962), 
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Temperature' 
Effect on the eggs: The eggpods were obtained from the 
labora tory cages. The eggs were l a i d in metal l ic tubes (10 x 
1.5 cm) f i l l e d with s t e r i l i z e d moist sand. Preshly l a id 
eggpods were placed in glass j a r s (13 x 12 cm) covered with 
muslin c lo th t i ed with rubber band. These j a r s were kept 
a t 10, 15, 20, 25, 35, 37, 40 and 42°C and 70% it.H. in each 
case . At each temperature tubes were kept five times.Standard 
deviat ion and standard e r ro r was worked out . Percentage of 
hatching was noted by know3.ng how many eggs were unhatched in 
egg tubes . Coefficient of development was worked out, dividing 
one by t o t a l days taken in development (what f ract ion of 
development takes place in one day). Results are sumniarized 
in t ab l e 14. 
Effect on development ,of ho-p-persi Freshly hatched hoppers 
were kept individual ly in g lass tubes (15 x 3.8 cm) covered 
with muslin cloth for the observation of the duration of 
stages a t different temperatures. Fourty eggpods were kept 
a t temperature of 25, 30, 35 and 37^0. They were provided 
dai ly with fresh food twice a day. Standard deviation and 
standard er ror was worked out and r e s u l t s are shown in t ab l e 
15. 
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Bffec-t on fertility -- Pecundity: Newly moulted adults were 
kept in pair at the temperatures of 20, 25, 30, 35 and 37 C 
in glass jars. Five jars having a single pair were kept at 
each temperature. Number of copulation, oviposition was 
observed. Number of eggs per pod per female and longevity 
of adults were noted, Kesults are summarized in Table 16, 
Humidity?-
Effect of soil moisture on Hatching? The metallic tubes 
(12.5 cm.) filled with sterilized sand uniformly moistened 
with water at 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 24 ml, for every 100 gm of 
sand by weight were offeied for oviposition to mature adults. 
The soil was changed daily till egglaying took place. 
Immediatly after egg laying, the egg tube was covered with 
polythene sheet allowing some space between the sheet and 
egg pod so that, on emergence, the hoppers had some free 
space for movement; the tubes then were- transferred to an 
incubator maintaining a temperature of 32.5 + 1°C . After 
making allowance for stragglers and late emergences, the 
eggpod was opened up and its inside examined for dead or 
unhatched eggs. The hoppers (before they start feeding) 
were weighed. The standard error (S.S.) of hatchability 
percentage, incubation period, weight of hatchings wei^ 
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worked out and the results tested statistically at 5 to 0.1 
per cent level of probability. 
Selection of oviposition site^ Sixteen pair of mature adults 
were kept in a cage provided with 10 X 1.5 cm. metallic tubes 
(8 filled with sand moist throughout (10/& by weight) and 8 
with moist sand (10% by weight)) covered with 2,5 cm. layer 
of dry sand at top. To avoid chance factor, food plants 
were uniformly scattered in the cage. As the holes made in 
the loose sand by the ovipositing females got filled up 
immediatly after the abdomen was retracted, dry upper layer 
was removed. Standard error (S.S.) of the percentage of the 
eggpods laid and of trial bores was also worked out. The 
signicicance in proportions of egg laying of the two types 
of soils was tested by Chi Square statistic (X ) . 
Effect on tl^ e Development: Newly hatched hoppers were kept 
in jars and tubes at 90, 80, 70, 50, 20, 10 and zero percent 
humidity at constant temperature, for observations on 
nymphal duration, desired relative humidities were obtained 
at constant temperature through the solution of Potassium 
hydroxide (about 100 gm. KOH per 100 gm water) as given by 
Buxton and Mellanby (1934). 
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K.H.% Gm KOH/100 gm, of Specific gravity 
water 
90 15.0 1.115 
80 25.0 1.175 
70 35 .0 1.265 
50 52.0 1.335 
20 87.5 1.490 
10 110.0 1.570 
0 S o l i d KOH 
Developmental period was observed a t var ious humidit ies 
and r e s u l t s were summarised, 
Effect on F e r t i l i t y - fecundityt Newly fledged adul ts were 
kept in j a r s in pa i r a t var ious humidities a t 90, 80, 70, 50, 
20 and 10, Desired humidit ies were obtained by the method 
used in above experiment. Daily observations were made for 
the copulation, egg laying and survival of a d u l t s . 
Poodt-
Effect on Develo-pment: Two types of rear ing cages were used-
(a) Glass tubes, 2 inches in diameter and 8 inches long, with 
the ends covered with muslin c lo th held on by rubber band, 
(b) frlass j a r s , 4 inches in diameter and 6 inches high covered 
with muslim c lo th . 
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Nymphs we37e placed ten each in jar and one each in 
single tube. Daily fresh food supplied twice. Temperature 
was maintained at 5^ G and 70% H.H, Daily observations were 
made for nymphal development . Comparative study was made on 
the duration of development on various plants, Nymphal sur-
vival was also noted. 
Effect on iPertility - gecundityt In small wooden cages single 
pair were kept. Two tjrpes of food (good and poor) was provided 
to different pairs. Effects of food on copulation, oviposition 
and number of eggs was studied. 
Pood -preferences' A study was made of the prefei^nce in which 
24 species of plants, both cultivated and wild, were choosen. 
The grasshoppers used in the experiments were adults and njrmphs, 
reared in the laboratory. The cage used for estimating the 
order of preference of various plants was the same cage, as 
used for rearing (Plate 4), Holes provided for egg tubes was 
utilized for the leaves of plants. Leaves of each plant was ' 
dip into water and passed through this space. Nine plants 
tested at a time. The insects thus were brought Into direct 
contact with the different plants, A common plant Arundo donax 
seived as the standard with which the remaining plants were 
compared. The cage was provided with nine species of plants. 
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one the standard and eight others. Each occupying two different 
places, and 100 nymphs or adults, starved previously for 24 hours, 
were introduced. The grasshoppers started to feed on the plant 
of their choice. The number of nymphs or adults feeding on 
different plants was noted after five minutes. Three such counts 
were taken at five minute intervals. Bach experiment was repeated 
four times with four separate lots of nymphs or adults. The 
order of preference of each plant was calculated by assuming the 
number of grasshoppers feeding on the other plants. The order of 
preference for all the plants was then calculated. 
Growdingt-
The reproduction of Acrida exa l t a ta kept under very crowded 
condit ions during both hopper and adul t l i f e i s compared with that 
of those reared in i s o l a t i o n and kept as adu l t s with only one 
member of opposite sex. The crowded hoppers were reared in 
61 X 47 J5. 49 cm. wooden cages a t i n i t i a l dens i t i e s of from 100 to 
400. The i so la ted hoppers were reared i n 1 9 A l 6 X 1 6 cm. j a r s 
and the adul ts kept in the small wooden cages. 
i=l\ 
PLATE 3 . Rearing cage. 
PLATE 4, J a r for indiv idual r ea r ing . 
PUTS 5. Breeding area of Acrida exa l t a t a Walk, 
#bsierl)attons; antr M^tn^^ion 
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POPPIATION DIN MUGS 
The purpose of the survey was to inves t iga te and compare 
the seasonalecological condit ions occurring in d i f fe ren t p a r t s 
of the breeding regions of the Acrida exa l t a t a vdth a view to 
ascer ta in ing what fac tors they had in common, f a c i l i t a t i n g 
forcast ing and concentrat ing control e f for t s and expenditure 
"both in time and space. The work of the ecological survey 
helped considerably toaLucidate t h i s problem and to i nd i ca t e 
the areas and h a b i t a t s of po ten t i a l importance. 
A p a r t i c u l a r l y important outcome of the survey was 
recognition of the necess i ty to carry out "Special Surveys" of 
areas considered l i k e l y to be sources of swarms during periods 
of recession of the plague. 
These speciel surveys conducted regular ly since 1974. 
The repor ts on them contain valuable information on type of 
t e r r a i n and vegetat ion and on c l imat ic condi t ions , which i s very 
valuable for planning future surveys since i t f a c i l i t a t e s 
del imita t ion of areas of importance during recession and so 
reduces the area to be kept under observation in future by the 
va i lous na t ional and regional organizat ions . 
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Meterologlcal Studies ' 
Since climate and weather were knovm to have v i t a l 
s ignif icance in the solut ion of the grasshopper prohlem, increa-
sed use of meterology was incouraged, 
Scindia Fort ( I c r i d i d f i e ld s ta t ion) P l a t e 2, s i tua ted 
one mile away from un ive r s i ty campus and i t has area of 1.63 
acres and r ich in acr id id population, 
ToT>ogra-phy» 
The geographical pos i t ion of Aligarh i s 27°53'38" W. 
l a t i t u d e and 78°04*30" E. longi tude . The d i s t r i c t of Aligarh 
l i e s in the upper Doab of the Ganga and Jamuna r i v e r s . 
Climatet 
Aligarh experiences the t rop i ca l monsoon type of c l i -
mate, mostly dry. The year i s general ly divided in to the 
following three seasons! 
1 , The cold weather season: Winter ( l a t e octoher-Februvary), 
2 . The hot weather season : Summer (March-June) . 
3 . The season of general r a in s : (Mid June-September). 
During the winter the temperature i s genera l ly low. 
The mean maximum temperature i s BO*'?,, however, i n the mean 
temperature re ia^s around 50°?. The preva i l ing d i rec t ion of 
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wind during the season is from west and northwest to south 
and southeast. The winds are generally light with an average 
speed of 2 miles/hour, These winds are supposed to be of 
continental origin and are mostly dry. The month of December 
and Januvary are the coldest and often register light rains 
due to western disturbance otherwise the weather is generally 
fine and pleasant due to bright and sunny days with clear sky. 
The months of May and June are the hottest with mercury 
shooting sometimes upto 115°P. however, the mean maximum temp-
erature is llo'^ l'. and the mean minimum temperature -65 F, Strong 
dust raising hot and dry westerly winds during day time is a 
common feature of the summer. The peculiar phenomenon of the 
summer is the frequent occurrence of dust and thunder stroms 
with an average velocity of 30-40 miles/hour gales. The 
humidity some times falls to 2 or 3% where as the general level 
is 20^, 
With the onset of mansoon generally by late June, the 
direction of winds is reversed due to low pressure area 
developed in the north western India. With the arrival of the 
humid oceanic currents from the Arabian Sea as well as from 
the Bay of Bengal, the temperature falls and the air becomes 
cool. The mean monthly temperature falls to 88°F in July, 
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general ly overcast in the rainy season. This season recieves 
nearly 90^ p rec ip i t a t i on of t he v^ole year and the mean seaso-
na l r a i n f a l l i s 25" (Table - 1 ) . 
Vegetation: 
V/ater penetration plays an important part in determining 
the distribution of vegetation. Scindia fort is rich in green 
vegetation. Abundance of food is avilable for the feeding of 
grasshoppers. And is surrounded by cultivated crop fields. 
Seasonal variation: 
It was found that hoppers and adults were most abundant 
during and after the mansoon period (July-October) due to the 
optimum ecological conditions, particularly temperature, rela-
tive humidity and food for their development and biological 
activities. As is evident from Table 2, the population was 
lowest in winter (December-March), and Summer (May-June). 
This is due to slow reproductive activities during this period 
Copulation was observed higher in July to October, oviposition 
was also higher. 
Egg pods laid during April to June, hatched after the 
mansoon showers in the July since sufficient moisture was 
available for the development of eggs. But during the heavy 
rains, hatching of eggs was simultaneously decreased, but again 
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increased i n August to October, The population of hoppers and 
adul t s was a t i t s maximum from July to October, but decreased 
i n subsequent months due to the advent of winter . This 
decrease continued t i l l Februaiy (F ig s . 4» 5 and 6> . 
Seasonal l i f e h i s to ry a t Aligarh J 
Co-pulationt 
From 15th llarch to 31st October. Maximum i n Ju ly , 
August and September, 
Ovj-position: 
Prom l a s t week of March to middle of November. Maximum 
i n August and September. 
Hatching: 
From f i r s t week of March to December l a s t . Maximum 
hatching was observed during the months of Aagust and September. 
HoTOTper stages? 
Found throughout the year. Large number of nymphs were 
found during the months of August, October and March. 
Adults: 
Found th rou^ou t the year. Large number of adu l t s were 
found i n October, November and Apr i l . Measurement of d i f ferent 
p a r t s of male and female adul t s were made and shown in Table 4. 
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only for a short period a t the end of the dry season. During 
the rainy season, i t r e s u l t s i n rapid groxrth of Graminaceous 
cover, which favours the grasshoppers; the temperature and humi-
d i ty remain sui table for about two months. However, the heavy 
ra ins in July and August increase so i l humidity tha t the oothecae 
are destroyed and from November temperature frequently f a l l below 
the threshold for development. Duilng the dry season, low tem-
pera tu res induce degeneration of the oocytes, disirupt apermato-
genesis and change the sex r a t i o in adul t popula t ions . I t vras 
found tha t populations i n the area was maintained only by 
imigrat ion from other a r ea s . 
Confinements of adu l t s i n laboratory cages resu l ted i n 
a steady reduction in number of eggs in each successive ootheca, 
though i n the f i e ld , the numbers of eggs increased with succe-
ssive oothica. This depressive effect was most marked when 
female were placed i n the laboratory early i n the adult s tage . 
I n t e r & I n t r a year f luc tua t ions ; 
Apparent i n t r a year f luc tua t ion of the mean peak density 
populations i n respect of the winter, spring, summer and autumn 
seasons are s>iown for three years (1974-76) i n i l g . 10. The 
highest peak usually occurs during the autumn season with the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s shai^ f a l l in the next winter shown by the 
broken l i n e s i n the f igure . However, for the years 1975-76, 
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Discuaaj.on: 
Seasonal f luc tua t ions i n the population of Ic r ida 
exa l t a t a was found during 1975~76. I t has long been recog-
nized tha t the wide f luc tua t ions pe r iod ica l ly occurring 
i n ac i ld id populations throughout the world are c lose ly linked 
to weather condit ions (Parker, 1935a and Dempster, 1963), the 
major weather fac tors involved are apparently temperature and 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n . I n some c h a r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y very dry regions, 
rainfallmay he the p r inc ipa l l imi t ing fac tor in grasshopper 
ecology through i t s influence on food (Scharff, 1954) on 
"breeding behaviour (Uvarov, 1957) or on egg survival and hatch 
(Albrecht, 1956). Putnam (1954) said t ha t grasshopper outbreaks 
usual ly coincide with extended period of ho t , dry weather. 
Temperature c l ea r ly play a c r i t i c a l ro le in egg produc-
t ion by grasshoppers for example, females of Melano-plus 
sanguinjTxs and Camnula pel lucjda reared a t 32°C, produced 20 
to 30 times as many eggs as those reared a t 22 C, (Parker, 
1930). Similar re la t ionsh ip occur with these two species under 
f i e ld condit ions in Saskatchewan was suggested by Pickford 
(i960 and 1966a), I n these s tudies i t was shown tha t egg 
production was highest during mid summer when temperatui^es 
were near t h e i r maxima, but declined sharply during the 
l a t t e r pa r t of the season as the days shortened and temperatures 
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fell. In the present three years study the relationship 
"between egg production and temperature was particularly 
apparent during the month of September which showed extremely 
variable climatological conditions from year to year. Sep-
tember is a transitional period between summer and winter, 
when rapid changes in temperature often occur. In order 
grasshoppers may take advantage of the optimum egglaying 
periods during midsummer, and so attain their maximum repro-
ductive potential, it is essential that they mature early in 
the season. Early matuiation is dependent upon a continued 
sequence of high temperatures through all stages of development 
extending even back to the previous fall following deposition 
of the eggs. Continued high temperatures permit rapid 
development of the nsmtphs to the adult stage followed by the 
advanced maturity, early mating and oviposition. On the other 
hand, a complete reversal of the weather patterns just outlined, 
with consistently low temperatures through the vailous stages 
of growth and development, will result in drastic reduction 
of the number of egg pods laid. 
Despite the fact that hot, dry weather is geneially 
favourable for grasshoppers in this region, a severe drought 
occasionally reduce the fecundity of females by restricting 
their supply of sacculent food (Pickford, 1963). It is also 
concievable that oviposition may be somewhat curtailed When 
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s o i l condit ions are extremely dry; for exaniple, i t i s known 
tha t var ious species w i l l refuse to lay i n completely dry 
s o i l (Norris , 19685 Edwards and Bpp, 1965). 
The v i a b i l i t y and ha tchab i l i ty of grasshopper eggs also 
ser iously affected by cl imat ic f a c t o r s . They freez during 
excessive cold weather or dessicat ing during periods of extreme 
ho t . Eggs l a i d l a t e r i n the season, and-consequently entering 
the winter res t ing period i n a r e l a t i v e l y undeveloped embryonic 
s t a t e , show reduced ha tchab i l i ty the following spring 
(Pickford, 1966h.). I n eggs l a i d a f t e r mid September the per-
centage hatch was d r a s t i c a l l y reduced, these eggs while s t i l l 
apparently viable showed only minor embryonic development. 
Similar observations were made by Suslik (1975) who 
observed tha t seasonal d i spersa l of the grasshopper was found 
to depend on the height of the grass stand, and population 
density varied a t d i f ferent times of the yea r s . The effect of 
c l imatic fac tors on egg survival and fecundity was studied 
by Pickford (1970). He gave the reason of populat ion increase , 
due to favourable environmental condi t ions , fecundity increased 
and more eggs survived, 
Pickford (19T0)gave the reason of populat ion increase 
tha t due to favourable environmental condi t ions , fecundity 
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increased and more eggs survived. Increase i n population due 
to high temperature a t the time of egglaying was observed by 
Bandall & IJukherji (1974) . 
Current s tudies on the seasonal v a r i a t i o n ind ica te tha t 
Acrida population i n d i r e c t l y affected by c l imat ic fac tors 
through t h e i r e f fec ts on the sexual a c t i v i t y of the a d u l t s . 
I t i s c l e a r tha t mating i s r e s t i l c t e d or even cu r t a i l ed during 
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(a) Life history? 
Adult38- Of medium size and moderately s lender , greens 
the head and pronotum of about equal length* tegmina obtusely 
pointed, scarcely longer than the hind femora: wings yellowish 
hya l ine , the c e l l s in the p o s t e r i o r p a r t cloudy in the middle 
(Pla te 8, 9 ) . 
Average length of )males = 34 mm 
Average length of females = 53 mm 
Average Antennal s ize of males = 9 mm 
Average Antennal s ize of feaftles = 13 mm 
Head moderately robust , from above and i n p r o f i l e , 
strongly concave. Antenna shor te r than head and pronotum 
together , Fastigium of v e r t i x moderately long, vdth p a r a l l e l 
l a t e r a l margins and broadly rounded apex, 
Antennal segments varied from 17-19 i n male and 14-19 
i n female (One genuine case of asymmetery), Maximum difference 
i n the number of segments i n the r igh t and l e f t antennae of 
the same indiv iduals in the two sexes i n some adul t i s i n male 
1 and female 5. 
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Latera l carinae of paronotum, in prozona, slightly-
undulated and convergent forwards, i n metazona s l i g h t l y 
excurved and divergent; t ransverse sulcus s l i g h t l y before 
the middle; pos t e r io r margin of metazona acutangulate , with 
weakly incurved s ides . 
Hatching: 
Hatching occurred in between 15 to 18 days (Average 
17 1 0.75 days) at 37 * 1°C. The rupture of the eggshells 
by the emerging larva is made easier by changes in their 
density. The rupture of eggshell occurs as follows: 
The larva begins to move, at first feebly, than more 
and more energetically, twisting itself and wriggling. The 
thin membrane between head and pronotum begins to swell, 
forming a paired cervical ampullae, pulsations of which exert 
pressure on the cuticle and cause its transverse rupture; the 
anterior portion remain on the head of the larva, like a skull 
cap, even after emergence of the larva from the soil (Plate 7 ). 
Description of nymphal stages: 
I Instar: 
i^eshly hatched nymphs were brownish l a t e r on change to 
dark brownish or greenish. A median dorsal , t h i n whitish s t r i p e 
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present from fastigium to pennuitimate abdominal segment. On 
either side of this stripe runs a thick dark blackish band 
with a pair of spots in cephalic and caudal margins of protho-
rax (Plate 13 - I). 
ibrerage body length of male = 14 mm. 
Average body length of female = 17 mm. 
Average size of antenna of male = 5 mm. 
Average size of antenna of female = 6 mm. 
II Instar* 
Nymphs greenish or brownish. Body markings described in 
the first instar are now more definite. Cerci of both males 
and females develop less in proportion to other parts of 
abdomen. Sexes are not easily distinguishables, Subgenital 
plate of male rounded (Plate 13 - II). 
Average body length of male '» 17 mm. 
Asrerage body length of female = 21 mm. 
Average size of antenna of male = 6 mm. 
Average size of antenna of female = 7 mm. 
At the stage of second instar, sex demarcation appc 
Nymphs are in two colours, light brown and light green. The 
pe2XJentage of light brown and light green was 43 and 57 percent 
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respec t ive ly . 
I I I Ins ta r t 
Nymphs are more or l e s s l i k e previous i n s t a r except in 
s i z e . Colour i s greenish or brovmish. itudiments of wings a r e 
absent , 
iintennae = Brownish and f l a t . 
Legs = Hind p a i r of legs are brownish with a row 
of black markings. On the t i b i a of hind 
p a i r of legs a row of spines present (P la te 
15 - I I I ) , 
Average length of male = 20 mm. 
Average length of female = 26 mm. 
Average antennal s ize of male = 6 mm. 
Average antennal s ize of female = 7 mm, 
IV Ins ta r t 
General colour greenish or brownish with black markings 
on thorax. Head and thorax are either green or brown with 
alternate black markings. 
Legs i Two fore pairs of legs are brown while the hind pair 
of leg is black with serrated margin. Black and brown 
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strip on the leg. Margins of prothorax, the streak 
becoming invisible in the abdominal segments. Black-
ish spots becoming prominent from the last abdominal 
segments. No sign of wings development. 
Head J Head brovmish or grennish, thorax also brownish. 
Abdomen is fuscus. interiorly, a black spot above the 
eyes, a white or black streak present in between eyes, 
Male genitalia brown, more rotinded. In females the brown 
valves of ovipositor are also rounded CPlate 15 - IV) . 
Average length of male = 23 mm. 
Average length of female = 29 mm. 
Average size of antenna of male = 6 mm. 
Average size of antenna of female = 8 mm. 
V Instar: 
General colour greenish or brownish. Black and dark 
brownish markings visible on thorax. Black markings were also 
present on antennae. Wing rudiments were appeared which were 
downwards, (.Plate 13-V) . 
Average size of male = 25 mm. 
Average size of female = 33 mm. 
Average length of antenna of male = 7 mm. 
Average length of antenna of female = 9 mm. 
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YI Instari 
Wing rudiments develop further. Ovipositor becomes 
longer General colour greenish or brovmish. intennae develop 
more segments (Plate 13 - VI), 
Average size of male = 28 mm, 
iverage size of female = 37 mm. 
Average length of antenna af male = 8 mm. 
Average length of antenna of female = 10 mm. 
VII Instar? 
General body colour is becoming darker green or brown. 
Antennae i Flate, developed fully ' 
Wing rudiments expanded and growing downwards (Plate 13 - VII), 
Average size of male = 31 mm. 
Average size of female = 43 mm. 
Average length of antenna of male = 8 mm. 
Average length of antenna of female =11 mm. 
After the seventh moult nymphs were transformed into an 
adult exactly same as before . 
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(^ ) Nymuhal Identificatjoni 
Key for the se-paratlon of hopper stages : 
1(7) Elytron and wing rudiments, if present, pointing dovmwards 
Stages I - IV, 
2 (3) Elytron and wing rudiments not yet developed. 
Total body jj^ angth of male = 14 mm 
Total length of female = 17 mm, 
Intennal segments = 7 J6S6^  
atage I, 
3 (2) E ly t ron and wing midiments p r e s e n t , 
4 (5) To ta l body l eng th d{ '(^(^^^ = 17 mm. 4«-«ai:B-'<^*^-^ 
T o t a l body l eng th 6o^ female = 21 mm. 
Antannal segments = 7 
Ex te rna l g e n i t a l i a f a i n t l y marked Stage I I . 
5 (6) To t a l body l eng th fli male = 20 mm. 
T o t a l body l eng th Q.L female = 26 mm. 
Antennal segments = 8 t o 10 
Ex te rna l g e n i t a l i a wel l marked ^ t a g e I I I . 
6 ( 5 ) To ta l body leng th ^ male = 25 mm. 
To t a l body l eng th fl4 female = 29 mm. 
Antennal segments = 11-13 
a t age IT . 
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7 (1) Bljrtron and wing iMdiments p o i n t i n g upward 
S tage V - V I I . 
8 (9) Total body length of male = 25 mm. 
total body length of female = 33 mm, 
Antennal segments = 13-15 
Stage V. 
9(8) Total body length of male = 28 mm. 
Total body length of female = 37 mm. 
Intennal segments = 16~17 
'- Stage VI, 
10 (8) Total length of male = ' 31 mm. 
Total body length of female = 43 mm. 
Intennal segments = 16-18 
Stage VII. 
CoT?ulationt 
The male does not start copulating immediately, after it 
becomes adult. The precopulation period in this sex varies from 
five to eight days (Table 6), However, the female is ready for 
copulation soon after it undergoes the final moult. At seve2?al 
occasions fresh adult females were given to sexually mature 
males and the copulation started almost immediately. The pivjcess 
of copulation is almost the same as in other grasshoppers 
(Plate - 12), It may last from 40 to 156 minutes, sometimes even 
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as 
180 minutes. The males as well/females were found to copulate 
several times within twenty to twenty five days, and both 
polygamy and polyandary were quite common. There is frequent 
copulation both before and after oviposition. 
Ovipositiont 
In laboratory eggs laid in sandy loam, eggs laid 5.2-
8.8 cm. below the soil suatface. The egg laying begins from 
fifteen to twenty days after the emrrgence of the females as 
adult. The period intervening between the first copulation and 
first egg laying varies from seven to twenty days. 
The ovaries of diffei^nt ages were dissected to note 
the time of maturity of eggs. It was found that in the case of 
the females which had copulated, the eggs were mature after 
twelve to fifteen days, while in the case of ovaries of the 
virgin females the eggs were found to be fully matuer after 
eighteen to twenty days. The preoviposition in the virgin, 
females was found to be twenty to twenty five days. 
Observations on the preoviposition period and the number 
of oviposition and eggs laid within a period of two months of 
adult life have been summairLzed in Table 6, 
The female raised its body on the first two pairs of 
legs and bent the abdomen so as to assume an approximately vertical 
N U M B E R OF EOGS 


































direction. The soil was then scratched with the help of the 
two chitinous hook like valves and abdomen was inserted into 
the soil. The abdomen greatly increased in length as a result 
of the streching of intersegmental membranes from third to 
eighth segment as has previously been observed in the case of 
Locusta migratoria (Agarwal, 1952), Ifter digging the soil 
upto 5.2-8,8 cms, the female exuded a transparent thick fluid 
which quickly changed into a foamy substance due to the motion 
of the valves. Eggs were then laid singly in parallel rows at 
right angle to the base of the oviposition hole as in 
atenobothrus lineatus (liichards and Wallof, 1954). Ifter the 
eggs were deposited the female filled the empty poirtion of the 
hole with its thick transparent fluid, retracted the abdomen, 
and covered the opening of the eggpod with sand particles 
gathered by moving the hind legs, False borings were never 
covered in this way which suggest the process to be a reflex 
one. In false boring hole remains uncovered. 
Structure of an egg and eggpod: 
Egg pods:-
Five pods were examined. Pods were rough and f r a g i l e ; 
long cy l i nd r i ca l , s t r a igh t ; base 3?ound or conical ; apex f l a t , 
provided with a concave cap, length of pod was 3,8 to 4,7 cms, 
and width 5.5 to 8,5 cms. (Table 7 ) . Outer wall d i r ty brownish 
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white; internally, the frothy mass above and around egg was 
light brown. Outer wall consisting of compressed layer of 
frothy secretion, thin near the top, thick at the base; rough 
due to the adhemce of fine sand particles and bits of stones. 
Internally, top section filled with very finely meshed froth; 
lower or egg section surrounded by similar thin layer of froth. 
A few thin layer of secreted materials also lying in between 
eggs, with a thick frothy pad at the base pf pod (Plate 11), 
Number of eggs in a eggpod varies from 56 to 79. Eggs 
arranged obliquely, one above the other and sloping towards the 
pod wall, 
Eggss-
Thih slender; rounded at the anterior pole, subconical 
at the posterior, yellowish in colour '(Plate 6 ) . The length 
of an egg is 4,2 to 7.1 mm, and width is 0,5 to 0.75 mm. 
Courtship and coupling Behaviour? 
Males? 
The males mature reproductively within five to seven 
days from fledgling; after this they appear to spend a large 
part of their time pursuing and attempting to couple with the 
female. The males are sexually active throughout their adult 
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life. They crawl about in short "bursts and are particularly 
attracted to a rapidly moving female. When crawling after a 
female they flick their hind legs in unison which gives an 
irregular, jumpy aspect to their movement. The antennae usually 
are held upright in a V-shape "but may be lowered together or 
singly; they were never observed to be pointed in a parallel 
position at a female as reported for Melanoplus sanguini-pes 
(Pickford and Gillott 1972a). The males often move their hind 
femora rapidly back and forth during courtship activities but 
produce no apparent sound. 
The males do not leap onto the back of female but merely 
climb up from the side, quickly lowering the abdomen down and 
under the female attempting to make genital contact. However, 
when a male is chasing a non receptive female, he may occasionally 
jump at her, but invariably is unsuccessful in mounting. When 
^ male does make genital contact with a receptive female, because 
of his considerably smaller size, he is usually perched pre-
cariously on her back but slightly to one side. When disturbed 
or when the female moves to feed, the male often becomes dislodged. 
Hence, during a large part of the copulatery period the male may 
be pulled along rest on the ground usually to one side of the 
female, or he maybe pulled along behind the much larger female in 
an end to end manner. Occasionally When the female climbs up the 
side of the cage, the male swings dangling below. 
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Often when a pair is in copula other males vdll approach 
and also attempt to mount the female; agonistic behaviour by 
the copuled male includes violent whirling of his antennae along 
with flexing and rapid vibration of the hind femora. Seldom of 
ever did an intruding male dislodge one already firmly coupled. 
The number of successful coupling accomplished in the 
experimental cage varied considerably among individually marked 
males. The most active male coupled a total of twenty five times 
during his span while the least active male did not couple at 
all; the latter was observed making numerous attempts at genital 
contact without success. The average number of couplings by the 
males was 11.1. Undoubtedly, if more receptive females had been 
available the number of couplings accomplished by the males 
would have substantially increased. 
An effort was made to assess the sexual activity of the 
males by recording the number of mountings and coupling attempts 
for one hour on the ninth day of the experiment, at which time 
the males were possibly in their prime. During this period there 
were seventy one attempted but unsuccessful couplings. The most 
active individual recorded a total of twenty two attempted 
couplings; on the other hand, the least active male made only 
one similar attempt during the period. 
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In general, males usually only coupled once any single 
day; however, the performance of the five longer lived males 
each included atleast one multiple daily coupling, and one of 
these males coupled three times during one daily period. One 
male did not successfully couple until three weeks after the 
start of the cage experiment, but from then was quite active 
for the remainder of its life span. The reason for its initial 
lack of success is not clear; that it was sexually active was 
shown "by the six copulatory attempts it made during the one 
hour observational period mentioned above. 
Femalest-
The females mature reproductively seven to ten days 
after fledgling, and coupling then may occur. The evidence 
from the laboratory experiment clearly indicates that it is 
the female that determines when genital contact will be made. 
The great majority of couplings occuirred shortly after the 
female had laid her eggs indicating that she was receptive at 
this time. 
The general pattern of female reproductive behaviour 
toay be outlined as follows: 
After ovipositing and carefully covering the hole in 
the ground the female is usually mounted by the first male 
detecting her, sometimes within a minute or less. Occasionally 
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the interval was longer with the female putting up some resis-
tance to them, but sooner or later mating usually occurred. 
Following a successful copulation the female appears lethargic 
for several days, peimitting any male to mount and attempt to 
make genital contact. Yet, for some reason, these additional 
attempts to couple are seldom successful, For example, during 
the one hour period of close observation of all attempted coup-
lings, one female was mounted ninteen times without success 
while three others were siiailarly mounted thirteen times. On 
the fourth or fifth day following oviposition the female tends 
to separate herself from the others, but perhaps allowing an 
occasional male to mount her without making genital contact. M 
hour or so later the female actively moves about the cage as 
if searching for something, but with no signs of abdominal 
probing at this stage. This actively walking around by the 
female provides a visual stimulus to the males which quickly 
move in persuit; however, the violent apposition of the female 
results in all advances being repulsed. In AcrIda exaltatta the 
female is considerably larger than the male, particularly 
when egg development is well advanced, so that it is practically 
impossible for the male to force an unwilling female to copulate. 
A comparison of males and females at this time showed mean 
weights of 527.26 + 0.66 mg. for female compared with 183.38 Jt 
0.93 mg. for the males (n = 3) , with the largest female being 
more than thiree times larger than the smallest male. Within an 
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hour or so after beginning the searching a movement around the 
cage, the female starts to probe the floor with her abdomen in 
search of a suitable oviposition site; during this time her 
antagonism towards the males, if anything increases, iftgonistic 
behaviour by the female involves holding her hind legs up above 
the abdomen to prevent the males from mounting her, or kicking 
sharply with her hind legs. Often the female will jump rapidly 
away from any male that approaches. Finally vflien the females 
locates an oviposition site she rapidly lays her eggs. 
The female showed considerable variation in the number 
of coupling successfully accomplished, with the most active 
individual coupling twenty three times during her life span 
and least active only once. The most active female differed 
from most of the others in that she often coupled several times 
following oviposition; in one instance she coupled four times 
in a single daily period. Only one other female coupled more 
than once during a single day. The most common behavioural 
pattern is, therefore, one in which genital contact occurs only 
following egg deposition. For example, 88^ of all couplings 
occurred shortly after female had laid, and in only two instances 
of 78 recorded a ovipositions did coupling not follow. The 
copulatory period, varying from 40 to 156 minutes, sometimes even 
180 minutes, average 63 minutes ( n = 82). 
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Ovipositing 'behaviour'-
When a female locates a suitable site for egg laying, 
following extensive trial probing about the floor of the cage, 
she digs her abdomen down into the sand using an opening and 
closing motion of the ovipositor valves. The whole process takes 
place rapidly, usually within 1/4 to 1/2 hours, averaging 22 
minutes (n = 58). ifter ovipositing and withdrawing her abdomen 
from the ground, the female covers all traces of egg laying 
with a back and sideways motion of the hind legs. The mean 
interval between laying of egg pod in this e3q)eriment was 6,2 
days (n = 65). 
Selection of Oviposition Site: Different Soil. 
Many acridids are known to react to different soil types 
and media during oviposition. These reactions are known to be 
governed partly by factors such as structure, compactness, 
moisture, salinity, temperature, etc. of media. 
In the first set of experiments the details of a false 
borings and egg pod deposition are given in tables 9 and 11, 
(A false bore is defined as a hole made in the medium by the 
female without depositing an egg pod), It will be seen that 
false bores were made in all the four treatments although the 
difference was not significant at the 5% level (? = 1.95, 
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P = 0 .05) . M ana lys is of eggpod deposition showed t h a t eggs 
were deposited only in the sand medium. The analys is of the 
data showed tha t v/hen the Ac,i;j.da. exa l ta ta was offered a choice 
i t p re fe r s laying in sand. These r e s u l t s were fur ther conf i r -
med when the Acrida was confined on each of the four types of 
media i n four oviposi t ion cages. I t was ohserved t h a t 26 egg-
pods were deposited in sand medium and one egg pod each i n the 
c lay, f i r e clay and F u l l e r ' s e a r t h . This showed tha t while 
under ovipos i t ion pressure and with no a l t e r n a t i v e the Acrida 
may toe forced to oviposi t i n other media i t would be normally 
p re fe r to oviposi t i n sand. 
C?hange3 i n the Weight of the whole toody i n r e l a t i on to Age 
I n i n s e c t s , there i s some record on the changes i n t o t a l 
weight of the body of l a r v a l forms. In a d u l t s , general ly , i n 
i n i t i a l increase in the body weight of i n s e c t s i s associa ted 
with the growth of exoskeleton i . e . , thickness of the c u t i c l e , 
development of muscles e tc , following the emergence. 
In the newly emerged females (aero age) , the whole body 
weight was general ly much higher than tha t of the males of 
s imi la r age. I n the zero age males, the weight of the vAiole 
body ranged between 181.58 mg to 207.56 mg, where as tha t of 
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the females of same age it was between 341,76 to 544.20 mg. 
Later, in iDoth sexes, the body weight increased. In females 
the initial increase was slower than te.nth week following emer-
gence as evident from Pig.12. However, a peak of maximal weight 
was attained on the 10th week post emergence day. There after, 
the weight decreased. It was again followed "by another peak of 
maximal weight on the 14th week post emergence day. But there 
was again a fall upto 15th week day. All the changes in the 
weight of the whole body of females of different age groups were 
significant. It is interesting to note that the first peak of 
maximal weight is significantly higher than that of the second 
peak. Further in the present controlled conditions of temperature 
and humidity, the two peaks of body weight correspond to fully 
matured condition of the ovaries. The subsequent fall in weight, 
is related to the period of development of eggs in the ovaries. 
This fact is strengthened by the data on the weight of a pair of 
ovaries (Table 13). The changes in the weight of ovaries were 
almost parallel to those of the whole body of the females 
(Fig. 12). 
The increase in the whole body weight of the males following 
their emergence was statistically insignificant. There is a almost 
a uniform weight upto the period of 14th week from emergence. 
Further, in comparison to the females, the body weight of the 
males was much lower. Therefore, it clearly indicates that 
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FIG. 12 RELATIONSHIP OF WEIGHT WITH 
MATURATION 
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ovaries of the female occupy a bulk of the body weight. Thus 
in the newly emerged female the weight of a pair of ovaries 
was 9.3 mg which was about one ninth of the total body weight. 
After oviposition of first batch of eggs which occurred on 
the 4th week, the weight of the ovaries markedly decreased. 
Like the changes in the weight of the body of the females, 
those of the ovaries were also significant. It is also 
interesting to record that both the peaks of ovarian weight 
are higher than the weight of males and the first peak being 
more significantly high. 
Di scussion: 
The l i f e cycle of male and female of Acrida exal ta ta 
Walk, completed i n 65 to 76 days and 76 to 89 days respec t ive ly . 
I t has seven i n s t a r s during developmental pei lod before f i n a l l y 
emerging as an a d u l t , as seen i n t ab le 5. Some times female 
has one add i t iona l i n s t a r , i t means eight i n s t a r . 
I t i s c l ea r tha t female Acrida determine when coupling 
w i l l "take p lace ; however, with the exception of the i n i t i a l or 
v i r g i n a l mating are not contpletely recept ive u n t i l a f t e r a batch 
of eggs had been l a i d , Following a successful copulat ion, and 
not withstanding the fact t h a t the females shows no opposit ion 
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to the males mounting he r , gen i t a l contact r a r e ly occurs. The 
reason for the lack of success by the male maybe a t t r i b u t e d to 
spermathe-cal plugging by a speimatophore produced during the 
previous successful mating or possibly to female control of her 
subgenital p la te thereby preventing access by the aedegus of the 
male to the spermathecal opening. Due to short duration of 
such unsuccessful coupling i t has not been poss ib le to observe 
the l a t e r c l ea r ly . In chimarocephala Tjacifica pac i f i ca , a 
lack pf copulatory success was a t t r i b u t e d to plugging of the 
spermatheca by a speimatophore (I*oher and Chandrashekhran, 1970). 
This study on the reproductive behaviour of Acrida exa l t a ta 
ind ica tes wides difference from tha t reported f o r Melanoulus 
saiiguinipes (Pickford and G-illott , 1972 a, b) . Chimarocephala 
•pacifica, i s a species with a behaviour pa t t e rn somewhat 
s imi la r to tha t of Acrida; however aconis t i c s ignals produced 
by the s t r idu la to ry a c t i v i t y of the former species play a major 
ro le in i t s sexual behaviour CI»oher and Chandrashekharan, 1970). 
aubfamily differences in the mode of insemination of var ious 
grasshoppers species have already been pointed out by Pickford 
and G i l l o t t (1971). 
On a havi ly infested breeding s i t e Acrida exa l t a t a males 
usua l ly grea t ly out niimber and female; t h i s probably explains 
why several males may frequently be seen at tempting to couple 
with an oviposi t ing females ( i te iger t , 1967). 
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Leheta and Badran CI969) in their oviposition preference 
studies, noted that the desert locust when offered sand, clay 
and their mixtures for oviposition exhibited only a slight 
preference for sand over clay and their mixtures, and that the 
differences In preference were not statistically significant. 
The desert locust according to Norris (I968) would lay quite 
readily in any kind of soil longing from five gravel to a clay 
loam if the water content is suitable and no choice is given. 
According to Maxwell-Darling (1934), preference was shown for 
soil which had the heighest percentage of coarse sand and the 
lowest percentage of fine sand, silt and clay. In the present 
work, the Acrlda exaltata when provided with tubes of laying 
media, with the same level of moisture showed a definite pre-
ference for sand. Where no choice was provided the grasshoppers 
dropped many of the eggs on the false floor of the cage rather 
laying in the provided medium. This observation does not agree 
with the findings of Leheta and Badran (1969) and Norris (I968) 
but is in agreement with that of Maxwell Darling (1934), 
It seems that oviposition preference in the Acrida is 
governed by a complex of factors and it is difficult to say with 
certainty which particular factor is dominant in the selection 
of oviposttion sites. However, in the present work since the 
level of inorganic salts available in different soils was far 
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below the level prescribed by Woodrow (1965), this factor can 
be said to be of no effect. 'It would therefore appear that 
prefeirence was principally governed by the mechanical composition 
of media. In all the four media the percentage of sand was 
98 in sandy soil, 46,5 in the claying soil and about 11 in each 
of Puller's earth and fire clay. The percentage of silt plus 
clay was two in the sandy soil, 55 in clay soil and almost 89 
in Fuller's earth and fire clay. The fuller's earth and fire 
clay appear to be of approximately the same mechanical composition 
and unsuitability for oviposition in these was probably due to 
the high percentage of clay and silt. Although the percentage 
of sand in the clay soil was about four times that in the Fuller's 
earth and Fire clay its rejection was probably due to a rela-
tively high content of clay and silt. The availability of 
water which was uniformly provided in all the treatments may 
also have influenced in the different media. 
It is clear from the present observations on Acrida 
exaltata that the • weight of the female body increases mainly 
due to the growth of the ovaries which store many sorts of 
metabolites in the developing eggs. One of the metabolites 
is the protein. Besides, the storage of metabolites also 
occur in other tissue of the body. But such storage may be less 
in comparison to that of the ovaries. This is significant from 
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the changes in the whole body of the males, Phipps C1950), 
Chen (1952) in Locusta mi^ra tor ia , and Norris CI954, 59) in 
Schistocerca gre^aria and Nomadacris septemfaciata ohserved 
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Table 6, Precopulation and Preoviposition period; Number 
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Table 7 . Measurement of Egg-pods of Acrlda exal t a t a Walk. 
S.Fo, Length of pod Width of pod Thickness of pod 
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Table 9. Number of False boring in di f ferent s o i l 
l ieplications Ti^atments 














































































f = 2.92, P / 0.01 
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Table 11 . Number of f a l s e boi lng, ovipos i t ion and eggs 
dixjpped indisci l inlnately 
Observat ions 
Fa l se bo r ing 
Ovipos i t ion 
Egg dropped 
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Table 12* Mechanical and Chemical Composition of s o i l s and non-
meta l l ic minerals used. 
Sub jec t 
E l e c t r i c 
Conduct iv i ty 
pH 
Sand 
S i l t 
Clay 
S o i l compactness 
l e s s than kg/cm^ 
Water ho ld ing 
capacityJJ 
To t a l i o n i c concen-
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PLATE 6. Acrida exa l ta ta VJalk. i (1>-(5) Egg-pods J 
(1) With top plug i n t a c t . (2) V/ithout the p lug . 
(3) and (4> I n the v e r t i c a l sec t ion . (5) I n 
t ransverse sect ion. (6) Whole egg in advanced 
s tage, with the chorion peeled off near top. 
(7) Young egg. (8> Egg, showing thickened 
sculptured band and micropylar cana l s . (9) P a r t 
of egg-chorion near p o s t e r i o r pole; g rea t ly 
enlarged.- a . , an t e r i o r pole of egg; b . , th ick , 
dark chorion band; c , egg chorion; e . , eggs; 
im. , inner membrane of egg (jrellow and white 
cutucles) ; 1 . , l i n e where egg plug breaks off; 







PIATB 6 . 
PLATS 7. Moulting and vermiform larva , 
PLATE 8 . Adult AcrIda e x a l t a t a Walk. (Female) 
PLATS 9. Adult Acrjda exal ta ta Walk. (Male) 
Mole Female 
PLATS 10 . Crippled a d u l t s of Acrlda e x a l t a t a Walk. 
(Male and Female) i n abnormal moul t ing . 
/ / 
PLATE 11, Oviposition in AcrIda exa l ta ta Walk, 
PLATE 12, Copulation in Acrida exa l t a t a Walk. 
/ / / / / IV 
PLATE 13. Bevelopraental s tages of Acrida exa l t a t a Walk, 
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Of the physical environmental factors, temperature and 
moisture have decidedly the most potent influence on the life 
activities of all insects. Temperature has directed effect 
upon all the biological activities specially on the rate of 
development. Temperature controlls all chemical processes of 
metabolism and many physical processes. It controls feedling, 
respiration, growth, survival, reproduction and geographical 
distribution of animals. 
(a) Effect on eggs: 
No hatching took place below 15°C and above 40°G, 
Results are given briefly, while details are presented in 
Table 14. 
Ci) Incubation at 10 ± 1°e; 
At this low temperature eggs were kept under observa-
tions for 150 days, but no hatching took place. On dissection 
these eggs were found to be solidified and no embryo was 
visible. 
Incubation at 13 ii 1°G; 
Pourty eggpods were kept at 15 * 1°C. Out of 40 
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hatching takes place in only four pods. The incubation period 
var ied from 43-58 ^average 45 + 1.065 days) . The average 
percentage of hatching in each pod was low (10%). No hatching 
takes place in t h i r t y s ix pods even a f t e r 120 days, 
Incuhation a t 20 ± 1°G: 
Fourty eggpods were kept a t 20 + 1°G. Out of fourty 
hatching takes place in only twenty f ive pods. The incuba-
t i o n period varied from 43-54 days (average 40.2 + 1 days). 
The average percentage of hatching in each pod was low (23.59&). 
No hatching takes place in r e s t 15 eggpods even a f t e r 120 days. 
On d issec t ion , the eggs were found to contain no embiyo. 
Incubation a t 25 ± 1°C.: 
Fourty eggpods were kept a t 25 + 1°C. Out of fourty 
hatching takes place in only t h i r t y pods. The incubation 
period varied from 31-38 days (average 36 ± 1.18 days) . The 
average percentage of harching in each pod was (32^), No 
hatching takes place in r e s t ten pods. 
Incubation a t 30 ± 1°C: 
Fourty eggspods were kept a t 30 + 1°0. Out of fourty 
hatching takes place in only t h i r t y three eggpods. The 
incubation period varied from 20-23 days (average 23 + 1.09 days) . 
- 86 -
The percentave of hatching in each pod was (54%). No hatching 
takes place in seven pods. 
Incubation a t 35 ± 1°Ct 
Pourty eggpods were kept a t 35 + 1*^ 0. The incubation 
period varied from 17-20 days (average 19 ± 0 ,791). The per-
centage of hatching was high (73%). Four eggpods, which 
contained so l id i f i ed embryos, fa i led to hatch. 
Incubation a t 37 ± 1^C: 
Pourty eggpods were kept a t 37 + 1°C, The incubation 
per iod varied from 15-18 days (average 17 + 0,75 days) . The 
percentage of hatching was f a i r l y high (84,29&) , Hatching 
occurred in a l l eggpods. 
Incubation a t 40 ± 1°C: 
Pourty eggpods were incubated a t 40 + I^C, Hatching 
occurred in a l l the eggpods and the percentage of hatching was 
(78.6%.,), The incubation period varied from 13-20 days (average 
16 i 1.458 days) , 
(b) Effect on hoppers development: 
The r e s u l t s are given b r i e f l y , while d e t a i l s of ind i -
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(i) Pevelomen-fc at 23 t 1°C. 
Development was slow and the death rate high. The total 
period required for hopper development from hatching to Qclosion 
of adult was C86-101 + 2.75 days) for male and (95-107 + 2.57 
days) for females, 
^ii) Peveloment at 50 t 1°C. 
Development was fast and the death rate low. The total 
period required for hopper development from hatching to 
eclosion of adult was C68-81 + 2,77) days for male and (82-91 + 
1,72) days for female. 
Ciii) Development at 55 ± I^C. 
Development was very rapid, and the death rate was low. 
The total period required for hopper development from hatching 
to eclosion of adult was (65-76 + 0,98) days for male and (76-
89 + 5,02) days for female. 
Civ) Develo-pment at 40 ± 1^0. 
Development was fast and death rate low. The total 
period required for hopper development from hatching to eclo-
sion of adult was (61-72 + 1,91) days for male and (69-82 + 
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(c) Effect on fertility - Fecundity: 
Tetaperature has direct effect on the Fertility-
Fecundity. Total number of mating was increased with the 
increase in temperature. As evident from Table 16, Frequency 
of copulation, number of eggpods per female and number of eggs 
per pod increased with increase in temperature. The a?ange of 
temperature 55-37 C was found suitable for copulation, ovipo-
tion and number of eggs per pod per female, 
Preoviposition and p^recopulation period decreased with 
increase in temperature. Maturation of gonads fastened at 
higher temperature, while slowed down at lower temperature, 
(d) Longevity of adultst 
Mults survived for more days on higher temperature and 
at low temperature survival period was lower. As shown in 
Table 16 and Fig. 18, at 35°C. adults survived for 91 and 121 
days male and female respectively; at 25°C, Adults survived 
only for 68,99 days male and female respectively. 
Discussion: 
From the observations, it was found that no development 
of eggs occurred at low and high temperature. At the higher 
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constant temperature (25-40 C), Development accelerated with 
the r i s e in temperature and the incubation period shortened. 
At 45°C eg?^3 died quickly in the f i r s t few hours. JBggs develop 
a t constant r a t e throughout a t constant temperature, the r a t e 
of development can he calculated as a function of incubation 
period (days) 5Mg, 13. 
A comparision between the number of hoppers which hatch, 
and the t o t a l number of eggs perpod, not only shows tha t more 
egTS f a i l to hatch, but that t>>ere i s a de f in i t e reduction i n the 
t o t a l number of eggs per pod when temperatures are unfavourable. 
Bal lard , Mistakawi and Zoheiiy (193^) have shown tha t there i s 
considerable va r i a t i on in the number of Schistocerca greff;ai^a 
eggs per egg pod, but do not attempt ; to cor re la ted i t with 
c l imat ic condit ions. The reduction i n the percentage of eggs 
which hatch a t veiy high temperatures may be due to the 
effect of temperature on the development of the embiyos, 
or on spermatogenesis i n the adul t , with the r e s u l t tha t 
some ova are not f e r t i l i z e d . The reduction i n the number 
of eggs per eggpod a t unfavourable temperatures may be due to 
a smaller number of ovarioles i n the ovaries as the r e s u l t of 
unfavourable temperatures duilng the developmental s tages , or 
to some of tbe ovar ioles fa i l ing to contr ibute to each eggpod. 
Lopez (1933) has shown tha t the2?e i s considerable va r i a t ion 
(48-RO) i n the number of ovarioles in Locusta mip:ratoria 
mjFcratorioidest but suggest no reason for v a r i a t i o n , while 
Rubtzov! (1934) s t a t e s tha t the number of ovar ioles in Sibei ian 
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grasshoppers varies vdth climatic and food conditions. Phipps 
CI94-9), working on British grasshoppers, found a variation in 
some species but not in others, and suggest that the cause may-
be genetic, food supply or climatic conditions. But here it 
was observed, that failure of ovariole to contribute eggs to 
each eggpod when conditions are unfavourable, is the ireason for 
a reduction in the number of eggs at unfavourable low or high 
temperatures. 
Symmons et al. (1974) studied the relationship between 
development and temperature in Schistocerca gregaria and found 
that temperature range between 30-40 C, was favourable range 
for development. Abou-Blela and Hilmy (197'0 observed in case 
o^ Acrotylus insulericus that temperature effects on the 
hatching period and development. Tutkun (1973) observed in 
Desert Locust that temperature has direct effect on the repro-
ductive behaviour, egg laying and hatching of eggs, 
In Acrida exaltata Walk, the incubation period decreases 
with a rise in temperature, irrespective of whether it is 
constant or weighted mean (Pig, 13), but as the upper limits of 
temperature are approached the rate of increase slows down, 
until a point is reached at which there is no further increase 
in the rate of development, and finally the temperature become 
so high that development fails. This is veiy similar to the 
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Of the physical environmental factors, temperature and 
moisture have decidedly the most potent influence on the life 
activities of all insects. 
The humidity of the soil must he very important factor 
in hatching since it appears that the rupture of the egg shell is 
facilitated by a certain degree of humidity. This may be deduced 
from the commonly observed fact of sudden mass hatching of nymphs 
after rain, especially in the species of hot and dry countries, 
the 'rains are an absolixtely necessary condition for the begining 
of hatching. It is suggested that the egg shells under the 
. ' ' 
influence of moisture, become less elastic and easier for the 
nymphs to rupture, 
(a) Effect of soil moisture on eggs : 
In all, 73 eggpods and 5583 eggs were laid in 2,4,8,16 
and ?A percent soil moisture. The eggs were not laid in the soil 
having one percent moisture though boring occured. The eggpods 
deposited in 2 percent soil moisture and no hatching occured in 
them. The eggs were found inviable, having been infested by 
moulds in 53 percent of the eggpods laid in ?4 percent soil 
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moisture. Many of the mihatched eggs from the s o i l having 24 
percent moisture when examined under microscope showed some 
dis-arrangement in the yolk and the embryos also appeared to 
he undeveloped. The eggs did not hatch in 22 percent of the 
eggpods l a id in 4 percent s o i l moisture and 11 percent of the 
eggpods l a i d in 16 percent s o i l moisture, although development 
of embryo had taken place . Maximum hatching (67.30 jt 2.20 per-
cent) was from the eggpods l a id i n the s o i l having 8 percent 
moisture. Between 2 percent and 8 percent s o i l moisture, the 
ha t chab i l i t y was on the increase , where as above 8 peixjent so i l 
moisture i t decreased. The weights and colours of freshly 
emerged hoppers showed s ignif icant difference a t 0,1 percent 
l eve l of p robab i l i ty when considered in r e l a t i on to the s o i l 
moisture. The highest percentage of hatching was from 
24 per cent s o i l moisture and lowest from 2 percentage s o i l 
moisture. Average incubation period ranged between 11-73 ± 0.09 
12.83 J: 0.20 days in 2 to 16 percentage moisture. This was 
observed s ign i f ican t ly different a t 0.1 to 5 percentage leve l 
of p robab i l i ty compared to th.at of 24 percent so i l moisture. 
Staggered hatchl ings were observed from pods l a id in so i l 
containing 8, 16 and 24 percent moisture and the number of 
hoppers so emerged were 21, 5 and 8 respec t ive ly . 
The data per ta in ing to i so l a t ed females (Table 17) kept 
i n permanent i s o l a t i o n show tha t the avei^ge weight of the 
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ha tch l ings they produced was 10,04 to 11.65 mg,; a l l the 
ha tch l ings without exception were brown and there was no 
at taggered emergence. 
(h) af fec t of so i l moisture on the se lec t ion of oviposi t ion s i t e ! 
The ovarall t o t a l the digging and ovipos i t ions , 
i n the tubes containing the two types of so i l i s given in 
Table 1 and the pezKientage of eggpods, t r i a l bores and diggings 
in two two tjrpes of soil's was given in Table 2. 
i'rom the tab le 18 and 19 i t was observed : 
1, Seventy one digging were made in the tubes containing 
moist s o i l covered by 2,5 cm. diy sand. Of these , egg were 
ac tua l ly deposited only in 60.6 (j:5.78) percent and the r e s t 
39.4 (j:5.78 ) were t r i a l bores , whereas 74 digging were 
observed in the so i l moist throughout only. This shows that 
the so i l covered over with a layer of dry sand was preferred 
for oviposi t ion. 
2. In a l l 61 eggpods were l a i d , 70.5 (j!:5.58) percent 
egglaying took place in the moist so i l covered by 2.5 mm, dry 
sand and only 29.5 (jt 5.58) percent i n moist s o i l throughout. 
I t i s there fore , c l e a r tha t the former i s preferred for 
oviposi t ion. 
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3. It will be seen that 53.3 (j:5.1) percent of trial bores 
were made in the tubes having topped layer of dry sand and 66,7 
(l5,1) percent in those containing soil moist throughout. The 
high percent of trial bores with low percentage of eggpods laid 
in the soil moist throughout suggests that the females searching 
for egglaying sites tried soil which v;as moist throughout but 
did not prefer it for oviposition. On the contrary, high percen-
tage of eggpods laid with low percentage of trial bores in the 
moist soil having 2,5 cm. dry sand at the top, indicates that 
the Acrida exaltata Walk, prefers moist soil with a layer of 
dr^"- sand for oviposition, 
4. Fourty three egg laying occurred in the dry topped 
soil and 18 in the soil moist throughout. Thus, there is 139 
per cent more preference for oviposition, in case of dry topped 
soil over the soil moist throughout. 
The significance in proportions of egglaying in two 
2 
different soil conditions was tested by X distribution. Each 
cell frequency being well over 5 and data being free from 
discontinuity, no Yates correction was necessary. However, 
the same was applied to a high degree of accuracy in the test 
procedure. ^fter applying Yates corrections the number of 
eggpods laid and trial bores in two different types of soil, 
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Prom the table 20, the value of x'^  i s ca lcula ted 12.7. 
Since t h i s value exceeds the 0 , 1 ^ point of x" with one degree 
freedom (Fisher and Yates, 1945), the t e s t r e j e c t s the hypo-
thes i s tha t the incidence of egglaying i s independent of the 
types of s o i l under review. Thus the eggpods were not deposited 
a t random hut t>ie females excercised preferences hy se lec t ing 
the s o i l s having surface layer covered over with dry sand. 
Hate of development was affected hy moisture present i n 
the environment. No development took place a t 0, 10, 20/» H.H, 
Host desirable range of humidity was observed betv/een 50-70^ 
R.H. (Table 21 and Pig. 16>. percentage of hoppers reach to 
adul t stage was influenced by the humidity. Percentage was 
highest 77.86 and 81.25 i n males and females respect ively a t 70^ 
R.H., while lowest 30.75 and 45.00 per cent i n males and females 
respect ively a t 90/5 H.H. At high humidi t ies nymphs were 
found du l l , while a t favourable range nymphs were most ac t ive . 
Under ver^r imfavouiable conditions death occurred, ra ther than 
a re ta rda t ion of growth. 
(c) Effect on Fer t i l i ty -Fecund i ty . 
As shovm i n table 22, i t was found tha t 10% R.H. 
sexual maturation occurs rapidly, but length of the adult 
l i f e was shor ter , 87 and 116 days i n males and females respec-
t i ve ly due to rapid r a t e of sexual maturi ty (P ig . 18) and a 























FIG. 18 EFFECTOF 
ON LONGEVITY OF ADULTS 
UUi 
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humidity increased above the optimum (70 /O R.H.) the length 
of adult life and the time required to reach sexual maturity 
increase, hut the number of eggpods per female decreased 
until a 80^/0 R.H. was reached, when the rate of sexual matura-
tion was still more retarded and the number of eggpods very 
small. Above 80^/0 R.F. the length of adult life decreased 
and the number of eggpods was few or none at all. Below the 
optimum there was also a gradual increase in the length of 
adult life until a point was reached where a low humidity, 
and not sexual maturity, brings about a reduction in the 
length of adult life. Number of eggpods per female and number' 
of eggs per pod show a rapid drop at relative humidities 
immediately below their optima, and then at a relative humidity 
between 50 and 70°/0 they flatten considerably. This change 
in curve occurs at approximately the same relative humidity 
as the decrease in length of adult life due to unfavourable 
conditions and not to the completion of oviposition. 
Discussion: 
Hunter-Jones (1964) observed that Schistocerca gregaria 
eggs did not hatch in either water logged (25 ml/100 gm of sand) 
or almost diy sand (0.6 ml of v;ater/lOO gm of sand), but 
otherwise the amount of water in sand made no difference. In 
these experiment on Acrida exaltata Walk, were not laid in 
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soil with 1 per cent moisture; at 2 per cent the eggs were 
laid but they mostly dried up. On the other hand, at 24 per 
cent humidity eggs vjere attacked by moulds or remained mostly 
undeveloped. In 4 and 16 per cent soil moisture the embryo 
did develop but percentage of hatching was poor, IBight per 
cent soil moisture appears to be optimum for maximum hatch-
ability cum viability. Similar observations of high percen-
tage hatching of the eggs of Camnula pellucida Scuddeiln 
moderately moist soil than in a very wet or dry soil were made 
by Parker (1929). Grewal and Atwal (1968) also found the best 
moisture for the development of eggs of Chrotogonus 
trachvpterus Blanch, was 8 per cent. The amount of moisture 
present in the soil appeares to influence the percentage of 
hatching as well as duration of incubation as evident from 
Table 17. The significant (P / 5 to 0.1 per cent) prolongation 
of incubation period appears to be both due to excess soil 
moisture (24 ml/100 gm of sand) as'well as deficiency of soil 
moisture (Husain ^  al. 1940; Shulov and Pener, 1961 and 1963; 
Anonymous, 1969). 
The significant difference at 0.1 per cent level of 
probability of weight of resulting offsprings in relation to 
soil moisture confirms Hunter Jones (1964) observations that 
the weight of hatchlings is influenced by the soil moisture. 
Znamenskii (1951) had suggested that the soil tempe-
rature has some influence on oviposition site in locust and 
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Choudhury (1956) has proved it in laboratory. In nature the 
ground is heated "by moleculer condition to deeper layer of the 
soil. Dry soils are had conductors and prevent rapid penetra-
tion. Moist soils are relatively good conductors. When the 
soil is moistened, its reflectivit3r is decreased which could 
increase energy absorbed (by larger heat capacity) and heating 
of the surface but it is overcome by evaporation. This 
evaporation consumes considerable amount of energy (547 cals 
for evaporation of one gran of water) because it could other-
wise warm the soil (to maintain constant amount of heat sum 
of about 261 degrees days needed above threshold soil tempera-
ture) and this loss of energy by evaporation is unfavourable 
for the development of eggs. Basking on warm sand by gravid 
females is very common among the swarms of locust and more 
open bare diy patches (Singh 1952) and often warmer sites 
(Popov 1958) are prefered for oviposition. Since soil surface 
temperature on dry soft soil is always higher than wet compact 
soil (Omar 1965), the gisvid female warm themselves on bare 
dry soil and simultaneously get themselves cooled by the 
cooler substratum with its abdomen in the moist soil under 
the dry topped soil. 
Developing eggs of Acrjda need moisture in order to 
complete their incubation; in completely dry sand they die. 
The pattern of water intake is similar to that other nondiapausing 
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Provided the temperature is kept constant, within the 
range suitable for development, then relative humidity directly 
affects the rate of growth and percentage of hoppers reaching 
adult stage. These variation in the effect of humidity at 
constant temperature suggest that the different optimal rela-
tive humidities and the lower limits of relative humidity, are 
explained by different rates of evaporation (Gunn, 1933 and 
Koidsumi, 1934) at different temperatures, 
Eelative humidity plays a very important role in the 
development of hoppers. These conclusions are supported by 
the findings of Zolotarvsky (1933, 38) while working on 
Schistocerca gregaria. Present findings are in contraiy to the 
findings of Husain e± al (1941) and Chauvin (1941), that 
relative humidity has no effect on the development of hoppers. 
However, on examining their results, it was found that they are 
basing their findings on experiments with only, a very small 
number (often only one) of hoppers, and without controlling the 
moisture content of the food. Rubtzov (1935) and Kennedy (1937) 
found similar observations that hoppers are able to detect on 
difference in relative humidity, and they migrate from dry to 
more humid conditions, 
Hamilton (1936) suggest that the duration of adult life 
was shortest when conditions were optimum for sexual maturation 
and that the length of life gradually increased as conditions 
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•became l e s s favouralDle. In present observations a t 70% R.H,, 
length of l i f e i s very shor t , t h i s correspondse with the 
r e l a t i v e humidity a t which the time required to reach sexual 
maturity i s shor tes t and i t i s veiy close to the optimal 
r e l a t i v e humidity (var ies from 50-70% R.H.) for maximum egg-
pods per female. Thus the optimal r e l a t i ve humidity i s 70% 
S.H., I s the r e l a t i ve humidity i s s l i g h t l y increased above, o r 
decreased below, the time required to reach sexual maturity 
increased, so does the length of adult l i f e but the number of 
eggpods decreases. This shows tha t with an increase in the 
average number of days required to produce the f i r s t eggpod, 
there i s an increase in the length of adul t l i f e . But when the 
r e l a t i v e humidity i s increased to between 70 and 80, or decreased 
to between 40 and 60% depending on temperature, then the time 
required to reach sexual maturi ty i s g rea t ly increased and the 
eggpods decreased or none a t a l l . Beyond these ranges the 
length of adult l i f e begins to decrease, due to unfavourable 
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Table 20. After Yates correct ions the number of eggpods 
l a i d and t r i a l bores in two soi ls 
avnps of s o i l ^°* °^ ®SS No. of Total No, 
l-ypes or s o i l ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^^^^ 
bores ing 
Moist with dry .^c, oo n 




18.5 55.5 74 
Total 61 84 145 
Table 21, Effect on development. 
S t a g e 
I I n s t a r 
I I I n s t a r 
I I I I n s t a r 
IV I n s t a r 
V I n s t a r 
VI I n s t a r 
V I I I n s t a r 
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12 .00 




6 3 . 0 0 
7 5 . 0 0 
6 9 . 0 0 
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0 . 7 3 
8 .00 
1 3 . 0 0 
1 0 . 4 0 
1.95 
0 . 8 7 
8 . 0 0 
1 4 . 0 0 
1 1 . 2 0 
2 . 3 8 
1.06 
8 . 0 0 
1 3 . 0 0 
11 .00 
2 . 0 0 
0 . 6 9 
9 .00 
1 3 . 0 0 
11 .20 
1.48 
0 . 6 6 
1 3 . 0 0 
1 8 . 0 0 
1 5 . 6 0 
2 .07 
0 . 9 2 
1 4 . 0 0 
1 8 . 0 0 
1 5 . 8 0 
1,48 
0 . 6 6 
7 6 . 0 0 
8 8 . 0 0 
8 2 . 0 0 
4 . 9 4 
2 ,21 
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0 , 5 8 
7 . 0 0 
1 0 . 0 0 
8 .80 
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1.64 
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1 4 . 0 0 
11 .40 
2 . 0 7 
0 . 9 2 
9 .00 
1 5 . 0 0 
11 .20 
1.48 
0 . 6 6 
1 0 . 0 0 
1 6 . 0 0 
1 5 . 0 0 
2 . 5 4 
1.14 
1 1 . 0 0 
1 4 . 0 0 
12 .80 
1.50 
0 . 5 8 
10 .00 
15 .00 
1 2 . 8 0 
1.92 
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9 1 . 0 0 
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1 7 . 0 0 
1 5 . 8 0 
2 . 5 8 
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15 .60 
1.81 
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1 8 . 0 0 
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F O O D 
Food plays very important role in the ecology of g rass -
hoppers. Population of grasshopper depends upon the a v a i l a b i l i t y 
of food p lan t s , Fer t i l i ty -Fecundi ty i s also affected hy the 
nature of d i e t . Field survey indicate tha t grasshopper population 
can he reduced, and the need for chemical control decreased, hy 
c u l t u r a l p rac t iyes . Observations were made on the effect of food 
p lan t s and r e s u l t s were analysed, 
A) Effect on the nym-phs: 
Develo-pment:- As shown in table 23 rate of development of the 
nymphs varied with the food plants, which they fed significant 
differences were found between some of the food plants when fed 
in the laboratory in 1974-76, A combination of food plants 
appeared to be the superior food in each experiment. Cotton, 
Tobacco, Jowar and Maize were apparently the best of the indi-
vidual food plants while sugarcane tomato sweat potato and 
potato consistently retarded the development. 
Survival and Mortality:- The effect of various food plants on 
survival of grasshopper nymphs to the adult stage were not very 
p e v e l o p m e ^ t a l p e r i o c i ( D a y s ) 
Saccharum offic't.'io.rum 
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gareat, only in 1976 laboratory experiments were significant 
(Table 23). Nevertheless, certain tendencies were apparent. 
In most instances a combination of food plants appear to be 
superior to either plant fed alone. Attention is drawn to the 
fact that wheat, a plant, which prolonged the developmental 
period, consistently favoured relatively high survival of 
njTaphs, both when fed alone and in combination with other 
plants. 
Mortality in the laboratory was greatest during the 
early nymphal stages. Approximately three quarters of the 
total nymphal mortality occurred during the first 1 5 days. 
(^)Smith (195?) when rearing Melano-plus bilituratus on three 
different food plants under constant conditions in the lab-
ovatoTj, found that 65-86^ of the total nymphal mortality 
take place during the first ten days. In the field, survival 
counts were not made in the early nymphal stage, although 
mortality of nymphs was consistently higher than that of the 
adults over a similar period. 
Sex ratios of survivors reared on the various foods 
were determined at the time of the last nymphal moult, those 
grasshoppers reared on the majority of foods approximated 
a Ul ratio. However, on certain of the poorer foods, such 
as sugarcane, tomato, potato and wheat this ratio changed 
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to more than 3i2 in favour of the females. This suggests 
that njmphal femalos were better able to withstand adverse 
condition of feeding than the males. 
B) Effects of food iplants on adults: 
Survival? - As evident from table 24 that adult survival 
differed considerably when reared on various food plants, 
combination of food plants insulted in the highest adult 
survival in each experiment with the wheat, cotton and to-
bacco combination was superior to all others. 
Longevity?- The average adult longevity varied widely with 
the food plants on which they feed. Grasshoppers reared on 
the tobacco, cotton combination in laboratory experiment 
lived 141 days in male and 156 days in female as compared to 
60.2 and 56,8 days in male and female respectively for those 
reared ^ n sugarcane. When reared on suitable food plants, 
the males generally outlived the females, whereas the rela-
tively poor food the females out survived the males, often 
by a wide margin. This suggests that, as with the nymphal 
females, adult females have greater propensity for survival 
under adverse food conditions than the males. 
Effect on body dimensions: 
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by food general ly grasshoppers giDwth in s ize and length was 
good on preferred food. Combination of various food gave good 
r e s u l t s . Growth re ta rds .tand dimensions of various body p a r t s 
effected when fed on food qual i ty o r unpreferred food. Data 
were analysed and given in Table 25. 
Fecundity: 
OviDOsitiont- The .oviposition rate of females fed on the poor 
quality of grass was considerably lower than that of well fed 
ones. Complete figures are only available for three groups 
comprising altogether 90 pairs. Assuming that all the females 
are mature by the sixth week, a calculation based on the 
figures shown in table 26 gives an over all oviposition rate 
of 1.14 pods per female per week. The poor quality giass 
therefore reduced the oviposition rate by about 30 per cent. 
The mean longevity of these poorly fed females was about 73 days 
with a maximum of 105 days. 
The maturation and oviposition rate of these poorly 
fed grasshoppers is shown in Fig, 22, This curve is based 
on records from three groups where weekly counts of survivors 
were made. The grass during this early period have been of 
still poorer quality and calculations showed that the over all 
oviposition rate of these females must have been well below 
the one pod per week. 
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N\imber of eggs per Tjod: 
Crrasshoppers in the labora to iy l a i d up to three times 
as many eggs as those in the f i e ld when reared on s imi lar 
food. This probably due to higher temperatures prevai l ing 
in the laboratory cages. However, i t i s l i k e l y tha t these 
differences would have been subs tan t i a l ly reduced, had the 
f i e ld experiment commenced in early May ra the r in June. 
y^Pickford (I960) showed tha t egg production was increased by 
about 82 eggs per female from grasshoppers hatched in ea r ly 
fey r a the r than ear ly June. 
The s ize of eggpods was also affected some what by 
the food p lan t s avai lable to the a d u l t s . 
The number of eggs per pod i s affected by t he ' g r a s s 
upon which they are fed on the r i ch grass have been considered. 
The mean clutches of eight groups fed on the poor grass were 
54, 54, 53, 51 , 48, 47, 42 and 35. Combining the records for 
these groups, 730 pods containing a t o t a l of 34, 990 eggs or 50 
eggs per pod, as compared to with an average of 59 for the pods 
of well fed grasshoppers. The standard deviat ion of the number 
was + 12.95 indica t ing that there i s l e s s v a r i a b i l i t y than in 
the pods of the well fed grasshoppers. This i s confiimed by 
the shape of the frequency curves shown in F ig . 22. The 
difference between the two means was s ign i f ican t ( t = 4.9» 
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P / 0.01), P'^ adt (1949) observed that there was a reduction 
in the number of eggs in the pods of Melanoplus mexjoanus Sauss 
when it was fed on unsuitable foods, and Tauber et al,, (1944y-yt}^ ) 
observed the same effect as result of diet of diying com 
and other plants which were good for reproduction when fresh. 
These effects, however, went with a reduction of total pod 
number and longevity, which was not the case in Acrida exaltata 
Walk, Rubt^ov (1954) observed that the ovaries of certain 
grasshoppers contained fewer simultaneously ripening eggs when 
they were living under crowded condition. This was attributed 
to scaixJity of food, and experiments showed that starved caged 
females laid pods containing fewer eggs than well fed ones. The 
total number of pods laid was also reduced by starvation. 
The relation between female weight and mean number of eggss 
T>er -pod* 
It was observed that crowded hoppers which were fed on 
poor quality grass and had small clutches were smaller in size 
th^ n^ those fed on rich grass which had larger clutches. The 
mean elytron length of six groups of females fed on the poor 
grass varied from 46,1 to 58,9 mm,; the combined mean being 
48,1 mm. The mean elytron length of ten groups fed on the rich 
grass varied from 49,1 to 52,3, the combined mean being 51.3 mm. 
An analysis is therefore made of the relation between elytron 
Pig. 20. Order of food preferences of nymphs. 
"^  • Sorghum hele-pense 
2 . Saccharum s-pontaneum 
3 . Qorchorus ca-psular ia 
4 . Solanum niiscrani 
5 . Solanum tuberosum 
6 . Tectona ^ r a n d i s 
7 . Solanum TTielon";ar]0. 
B. LycQ-persicon esculentum 
9 . Saocharum off lo lnarum 
10. Amaranthus v l r i d j a 
T' • A c i n u s cominunis 
1 2. Calotror>is g i^an tea 
13 . Azadiarachta i n d l c a 
14. iTDomea b a t a t a s 
15 . Sborea robus ta 
16. Doliclios labla,b 
17. G^fnodon dac ty lqn 
18 . Sorg;hum vu lga re 
19. Orvza s a t i v a 
20 . Gossypium h i r su tum 
2 T • Nico t i ana tabaouTa 
22 . Zea mays 
23. Trltjcum aestlvun^ 
24. Mixed plants diet 
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FIG. 21 ORDER OF FOOD RREF£RENC£S OF ADULTS 
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length, weight within 24 hours of last moult, and the mean 
clutch of isolated and crowded female. The result of this 
analysis are shown in Fig, 29• 
C) Food preferences? 
Locust and grasshoppers are polyphagous pests eating 
almost any type of vegetation, have some preference for certain 
plants. 
Laboratory and field tests showed that Acrida exaltata 
showed preference for some food plants, Twenty five plants were 
tested for food preference. It prefered tobacco and cotton to 
all others. Following these two in order of preference are 
given in Table 27» Fig, 21, Plants shown to be least prefered 
were nibbled at first, but eventually discarded, because they 
are either hard to chew, have spiny leaves or unpreferred plants, 
Food preference in each instar varied. Some plants were 
preferred in some stage while others were preferred on other 
stages. This shows preference depends upon the nutritive value 
of the food (Table 28 and Fig. 20), 
Discussion: 
Certain plants appeared to be satisfactory food during 
only part of the growth period. This suggests that the nutri-
tional requirements of the grasshopper may vary during different 
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period, of i t s developmental l i f e h i s t o r y . 
Develo-nmental period was very much influenced by the food^^, 
p l a n t s . These observations are in agreement with Piokford (I962r-^ 
in case of Melanoplus b i l i t u r a t u s . He observed rapid development, 
survival and reproduction on preferred food and slow on unpre-
ferred food. Similar observations were made by Barnes (195 51 .'Z^2q^ 
1963) in l e s s e r migratory grasshopper. Mac-Parlane and 
Thorsteinson (1977) while supporting the findings also observed 
tha t d i f ferent food had l i t t l e difference in the growth r a t e . 
Preference of di f ferent i n s t a r s was different each 
i n s t a r has different range of preferred foods. This was also 
observed by Bames^<r1963) , but Mulkem and Toczet (>972) gave 
dif ferent r e s u l t s in the case of Melano-plus d i f f e r e n t i a l i s and 
Melanoplus sanpiuinipes. tha t differences in survival and 2:^te 
of development were not the r e s u l t of differences in food 
consumption or digestion coefficiBnt, 
Growth of different body pa r t s was dependent upon the 
d i e t . Pood consumption in Acrida i s observed to increase in 
d i rec t proportion to s ize during the nymphal s tages , but in 
adu l t s , t h i s d i rec t r e l a t i o n between s ize and food consumption 
does not appear. Similar observations were made by Gangwere 
(1959). 
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Table 24 indicates the consistently h i ^ reproductive 
capacity xvTien reared on the favoumble - food. It is significant 
that two of the less favoui^ble food plants, when combined in 
a single diet becomes one of the best, into so far as fecundity 
is concerned. 
The record acridid egg production as reported by Antoniou 
and HunterJones (1956) for Byprepocnemis capitata Miller, is 
1030 eggs per female; however, here it was found that Acrida is 
capable of even greater egg production. 
Similar obsei^ations are reported by various authors, 
Pickford (t963) observed in Camnula pellucida, the unfavourable 
qualities of the native grasses, although resulting in small 
adults, low fecundity and small egg pods, did not affect the 
viability of eggs laid or developmfi|it and survival of the 
nymphs that hatched, Mac-Cfeffer^ (''1976) observed similar in 
Locusta migraterj,a migrateiloides, that poor quality of grass 
to maturing locust reduces the rate of egg pod production. 
Egg production is approximately proportional to the dry weight 
intake of grass, 
Imong plants from cultivated areas, jk;rida exaltata showed 
a preference for Tobacco, cotton, maize, jowar and rice. However, 
in the presence of preferred foods some feeding took place on 
less palatable plants indicating a possible need for variety in 
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its diet. Among range plants it showed a definite preference 
for cultivated plants, "but fed also on various grasses and 
stages to some extent. Thus the apparent food preferences of 
this grasshopper obviously must be related to the plants avai-
lable in its habitat. 
/Q 
On the range lands of Montana, Anderson and Wright (195S^ 
found that Melanoplus bilituratus showed no apparent preferences 
but feed on a wide variety of food plants. On the other hand, 
f (owangwere (1959) found it preferred succulent grasses in Michigan, 
while Pfadt.el949) found that females definitely preferred in 
Wyoming. Few other similar observations are also available. 
A^ pl/Terry _et al, (1977) found that production of Zonocerus varie^atus 
increased in certain areas where preferred food was present, 
while decrease on less preferred food. Bailey and Mukherji 
fCs)(''976) supported the idea that acridids have certain food pre-
ferences. He made observations on food preferences on MelanoTjlus 
bivitta'tus. But Hoekstra and Beenakkers ^ '(l976; observed contrary 
to this, they observed that neither the general shape of the growth 
curve nor the duration of the developmental period were influenced 
by the various diet. 
Locusts and grasshoppers, which are phytophagouswith few 
exception lay their eggs in the ground. Therefore^changes in 
land use which result in the provision of ovi;^osition, food and 
shelter habitats in close proximity are likely to favour increase 
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in total n'ombers of locusts and gi^sshoppers. Conversely where 
one or other- hahitat is removed, formerly abundant species can 
be dramatically reduced in numbers. 
Locusts and grasshoppers provide many good examples of 
the effects of changing land use on the distribution and abundance 
of animals. Some have led to increase in numbers, others to 
decreases, and some have resulted in reversal of population trends 
as the ecosystem have evolved. Locusts and grasshoppers have 
generally been considered as inhabitants of grasslands, probably 
because biologist first encountered them in such habitats. Indeed 
many are inhabitants of grasslands and many of the economically 
most important species are pests of cultivated grasses. However, 
studies of ecologies, behaviour food preferences and life forms 
have shows that many are herbs or fort-feeders or live on trees 
or in forest. 
These findings indicate that grasshopper populations can 
be reduced, and the need for chemical control decreased, by 
cultural practices, Such practices would include shortening the 
period is grown continously on the same land and rotation of 
preferred with unpreferred food plants and other cultivated 
crops. 
Table 23 . Ef 
1 . Cynodon dac, 
2« Saccharum o 
3 . Sorghum vul 
4 . Sorghum h,el 
5 . Irundo dona 
6, Saccharum j 
7 . Ojyza satj-y 
8 . Gossypeum } 
9« Amaranthus 
10. i t lc inus 001 
'•''• Ca lo t rop l s 
12 . Cgrchorus 
Pe rcen tage of nymphs 
























































































































































































Table 24 . Ef fec t of food p l a n t s on t h e l o n g e v i t y of adu l t l i f e , 
p l a n t s 
Range 
Days Days Mean S,D. + 
T • C?ynodon dac ty lon 
2 , Saccliarum of f ic inarum 
3 . Sor/g:hum vu lga re 
4 . Sorghum heleDense 
5 . Arundo donax 
6 . Saccharum SDontaneum 
7 , Or^rza s a t i y a 
8 . Gossypeum h i r su tum 
9 . Amaranthus v i r i d i s 
10. Ric inus communis 
1 1 . C a l o t r o u i s gjgiantea 
12 , Carchgrus c a u s u l a r i s 
13 . Azad i radh la ind ica 
14. Solanum nigrum 
15 . N ico t i ana tabaciAm 
16. "So lafium'.tubeit? sum 
1 7 . Ipomea b a t a t a s 
1 8 . Tectona g rand i s 
19 . Shorea robus ta 
20 . Dolichos l ab l ab 
2 1 . Solanum melongana 
22. Zea mays 
23. Lyco-persicttn esculentum 
24. Triticum aestivum 














































































































































































































































































































!Eal)le 27. Order of food preference of adu l t s 
Pood p l a n t s 
Order of preference 


















































































































1 1 . 
12 . 
1 5 . 
14 . 




1 9 . 
2 0 . 
2 1 . 
22.. 
2 5 . 
24 . 
2 5 . 
Cynodon dac ty lon 
Saccharum of f ic inarum 
Sorrfium v u l ^ a r e 
Sorffhum h e l e n e n s e 
^l;rundo donax 
Saccharum ^pontaneuin 
Oryza s a t i v a 
GossyDeum i|i;lrsutum 
JLmaranthus v i r i d i s 
B ic inus communis 
OalotroT)is s i g a n t e a 
Corcfiorus c a p s u l a r i s 
Azadi rach ta i n d i c a 
Solanum nigrum 
N i c o t i a n a tabacum 
Solanum tuberosum 
iTJomea b a t a t a s 
Tectona s r a n d i s 
Shorea robus t a 




Tr i t i cum aes t ivum 











































































C R O W D I N G 
I t has sometimes "been supposed tha t a contributory 
fac tor in the formation of la rge swarms of locus t s l i e s i n 
the assoc ia t ion of an increased reproductive r a t e with the 
change from phase s o l i t a r i a to phase gregar ia . The present 
study of the effect of densi ty on the reproduction of Acrida 
exa l t a t a Walk, was car r ied out in the labora tory . 
The r a t e of sexual maturation: 
I so la ted grasshoppers were often seen to be i n 
copulation as early as four days a f t e r t h e i r emergence as 
a d u l t s . The minimum time elapsing between emergence and the 
laying of the f i r s t pod was eight days, the maximum time was 
16 days and the average was 10,6 days. 
The maturation r a t e of the crowded grasshoppers i s 
very much slower. The minimum maturation times ( i . e , , the 
time elapsing between the emergence of the f i r s t adul t and 
the laying of the f i r s t pod) for eight groups were 12, 14, 15, 
15, 16, 17, 17 and 19 days. Their minimum maturation t ime, 
there fore , always exceeds the mean maturation time of i so la t ed 
hopper, and out of 280 crowded females only 14 matured by 
16 days the maximum time for i so la ted hopper. 
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An exact mean figure for maturation in the crowded is, 
of course, not obtainable but an approximation may be reached 
if it is considered that, until an average of one pod per 
female has been laid, each pod represents the first oviposi-
tion of a female (Table 29). It may be seen that the time 
from emergence of the adult till the laying of the first pod 
does not necessarily give a veiy good indication of the relative 
speed of maturation of different groups, A more reliable 
method of estimating the speed of maturation is to record the 
mean number of pods per female laid by the end of successive 
weeks from emergence. These figures for isolated and crowded 
females are shown in Table 29 and indicate very clearly the 
accelei^ted rate of the isolated females. In this table, 
figures are given for a second series of crowded —— those 
fed on the poor quality grass. Their maturation rate was 
very much slower, the number of pods per female laid by 218 
females in the first four weeks from emergence being only 0,3 
as compared with 1.5 for the grasshoppers fed on rich grass. 
The times from emergence till the laying of the first pod in 
eight groups were H , 16, 18, 23, 26, 28, 31 and 39 days. 
It is therefore evident that the nature of the food has a 
great effect on the maturation rate. The mean relative 
humidity in some of the cages containing grasshoppers fed on 
the poor grass was rather low, but a large tray of water stood 
in eveiy cage and there seemed no regular tendency for those 
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at higher humidity to mature more quickly, ao it is rather 
improbable that the accelerating effect of the rich grass is 
mainly attributable to raising of the atmospheric humidity, 
although this may have been a contributory factor. It may, 
however, very well be due to higher content of the grass 
rendering it more palatable; the grasshoppers seemed to eat 
more of it than they did of the poor quality grass, Hao 
(1937) showed that sexual maturation of the Desert Locust, 
Schistoceroa gregaria Forak, is much delayed if it is fed 
on old dry shoots of a plant upon vhich it matures quickly 
when young and fresh. Kaising of the atmospheric humidity 
did not reduce the delay. Six isolated females fed on poor 
grass matured in from 9 to 14 days with a mean of 11,1 days, 
,so although the numbers are small it seems that they were 
scarcely affected by the difference in the food. 
The oviposition rate of the mature female: 
Once isolated females are mature many of them lay 
three or even four pods in the course of a week. Table 3o 
whows the mean number of pods laid per week by mature females 
in successive weeks from their emergence as adults. The 
overall oviposition rate may be calculated by dividing the 
total number od pods laid (216) by the total number of 
grasshopper weeks (94). This gives a mean of 2,3 pods per 
week per female. 
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In Table 31 are seen combined figures for the ovipo-
sition rate of six groups of crowded females comparable, so 
far as is possible, with those given for isolated hoppers in 
Table 29. Here it is not of course possible to tell when 
any particular female laid its first pod, but it may reason-
ably be assumed that most of them are mature by the middle 
of the fourth week from emergence; certainly all are mature 
by the middle of the fifth week. Taking the figures from 
the fourth week onwaa?ds it may be calculated that 979 pods 
were laid in 661 female v;eeks giving an overall oviposition 
rate of 1.48 pods per female week. It is exceedingly 
difficult to compare the oviposition rate of the isolated 
with that of the crowded with any great accuracy, but it 
may definitely be said that the rate of the former exceeds 
that of the latter by atleast 50 per cent. Over the whole 
oviposition period and by rather more than 60 per cent 
during the first two weeks of maturity. 
The rate of maturation and oviposition af crowded 
and isolated females are shown graphically in ^ ig. 25 and 
Fig. 26, In Fig, 25 lines are shown for each series, the 
first representing the rate per initial females. It will 
be obserT'ed that the latter rate declines much more rapidly 
in the isolated than in the crowded and this feature is 
correlated with the greater longevity of the crowded. The 
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mean feiaale longevity of six groups of crovAed varied from 
40 to 50 days, the maximum individual longevity being 82 
days. 
The .total ntimber of pods laid? 
The total number of pods laid by Acrida exaltata 
females is veiy variable, and since only a mean figure is 
obtainable for those kept in groups it is difficult to 
obtained statistically significant results when comparing 
the oviposition of a small number of isolated females vdth 
a still smaller number of groups of crowded. Such data 
suggest, that except in grasshopper kept at the highest 
density of 40 pairs per cage, in the slower maturation and 
oviposition rate of crowded is largely compensatate for by 
their increased longevity, and that the total number of 
pods laid is not, in general, much, if at all, smaller. 
The mean number of pods laid by 49 isolated females 
suiviving untill maturation was approximately seven (mini 
1, maximum 17, standard deviation + 4.55). 
Table 29 shows the mean total number of pods per 
female laid by all groups from which records are available, 
many being included which were not involved in the experi-
ments under discussion in order to give greater numbers for 
mum 
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contparision. Taken in conjunction with the data from the 
cont ro l led experiments these f igures suggest tha t a t the low 
densi ty of f ive p a i r s , the number of pods l a id i s the same 
as those kept i n i s o l a t i o n , t ha t a t dens i t i e s of from eight 
to t h i r t y p a i r s the numher i s very s l i g h t l y reduced and 
tha t a t 40 pa i r s there i s , considerable reduct ion. The 
mean pod number of the 40 p a i i ^ groups differed s ign i f i can t ly 
from those of the 30 pa i r groups ( t = 7, P = / 0 .01) , but 
none of the differences between the other density s e r i e s were 
s ign i f i can t . 
The number of eggs pe r pod was considerably higher 
in the low density groups i n three of the comparisions; 
i n the other two i t was ve i ^ s l i ^ t l y lower. 156 pods 
l a i d by the low density females contained a t o t a l of 9,883 
eggs, giving a mean number of 64 (Standard deviat ion of 69 
pods l a id singly in tubes = + 17.72). 306 pods l a i d by 
the high density females contained 18,700 eggs giving a 
mean number 59 (S.D, of 133 pods l a id singly in tubes = 
+ 16.89). The difference between these two i s not s ign i -
f i c a n t . Taken in conjunction with the fact tha t i so l a t ed 
fenvies always la id pods containing more eggs than the 
crowded. This suggest tha t high densi ty groups h^ve a 
s l i g h t l y but s ign i f i can t ly lower clutch than low densi ty 
ones. 
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The r e l a t i on between female weight and the mean number of 
eg-^s -per pod: 
The number of pods l a i d by individual females a re 
very v a r i a b l e , and t h i s i s the chief fac to r determining 
t h e i r t o t a l fecundity; but where groups o r populations of 
females are concerned, the average number of pods l a id per 
female i s r e l a t i v e l y constant , providing tha t longevity 
i s normal. The number of eggs in each pod, theirefore, 
e f fec t ive ly determines the average t o t a l fecundity and 
r e f l e c t s more accurately than t o t a l pod number, the condit ion 
under which the grasshoppers have been maintained. The 
number of eggs per pod i s thus of great importance in 
assess ing pax)bably fecundity. 
In both i so la ted and crowded females, the co r re l a t ion 
coeff ic ient of weight on elytron length are high and highly 
s ign i f i can t , the regression coef f ic ien t s being i d e n t i c a l in 
two condi t ions. When, however, the females are c l a s s i f i e d 
according to e lyt ron- length and the mean weights are p l o t t -
ed on a graph 28, i t i s found tha t the weight curve for the 
i s o l a t e d cases to r i s e a f t e r an elytron length of about 52.5 
mm. about and a meab weight of about 1.75 gm, i s reached. 
After t h i s point there i s no fur ther increase of weight 
with increas ing elytron length and consequently the re i s 
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no further increase of weight with increasing elytron length 
and consequently there is no correlation between elytron 
length and weight among these longer winged females. 
The regression equations of weight on elytren length 
can, therefore, be used to calculate the weights of females 
of both phases, so long as the elytra are not longer than 
52,5 ram. 
The correlation coefficient betv/een mean elytron 
length and the mean clutch in nine groups of crowded was 
high and the regression coefficient was highly significant. 
The relation between elytron length and clutch in 
the isolated are shown in Fig. 29. Each point of this 
curve represents the mean*clutch of a number of individual 
crowded of the same approximate elytron length. The mean 
is calculated by taking the average of the means for each 
female so that undue weight is not given to those females 
laying large numbers of pods. It may be seen that there 
is no tendency for mean clutch to rise after an elytron 
length of 53 mm, is reached. The correlation coefficients 
between clutch and elytron length in both the isolated and 
crowded females were significant. 
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Discussion 
In assessing the effects of density on the reproduc-
tion of Acrida exaltata Walk., a distinction has been made 
between density during hopper life and density during adult 
life. Density during hopper life is mainly responsible for 
the biometric and chromatic differences. Certain diffei^nces 
in reproductive performance have been shovm to be brought 
about by differences in density. These differences are seen 
firstly in the rate of maturation and oviposition of isolated 
and crowded when kept at the same adult density, and second-
ly in the differential effect of adult crowding on the rates 
of maturation and oviposition and on the number of eggs laid 
in each pod. Maturation rate is affected by density, and 
grasshoppers reared in isolation mature more quickly than 
those reared in crowding; also those reared in low density 
crowds mature more quickly than those in high density crowds. 
The observations made concerning the relation between 
fecundity and female weight refer only to the position with 
in one species and it should not be emphasized that they 
afford no justification for supposing that in those species 
for grasshoppers where the isolated females are smaller 
than the crowded females, the former should have lower 
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fecundity. In Docjostaurus maroccaniAS, where the isolated 
female is smaller than the gregaria female, Jannone (1938) 
has recorded that solitaria pods contain fewer eggs than 
gregaila pods and that their ovaries contain fewer ripe eggs 
at any one time, Jannone concludes that the crowded have a 
higher reproductive rate, and Paoli (1932) on similar grounds 
makes the definite statement that their reproductive rate is 
double that of isolated, ])rake, Decker and Tauber (1945) 
showed that three species of Melanoplus all lay mean numbers 
the greater the number of pods laid by the species the lower 
was the number of eggs they contained, the result being that 
the total fecundity was veij similar in three species. The 
species laying fewest pods containing most eggs was Melanoplus 
differentialis which has the largest females. There seems 
no reason why an aaalogous state of affairs should not exist 
betwen the phases of one species, and in the absence of 
evidence to the contrary it may just as well be suggested 
that the solitary females of Docipstaurus lay more pods at 
shorter interval and thus compensate for the smaller number 
of eggs in the pods, Bodenheimer (1944) states that gregaria 
females of Dociostaurus always have "maturation flights" 
successive ovipositions and concludes that because solitaria 
do not have such flights, therefore, they lay fewer pods. 
This may be true although the position in Acrida exalt at a Walk, 
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lends no support to the theory. There being an inherent 
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S U M M A R Y 
Acrida exa l t a ta i s found in India throughout the year 
except during extreme cold and hot weather. The insec t i s 
found in abundance in short grasses . Observations on seasonal 
abundance of h'oppers and adul ts were recorded with a gap of 
ten days in d i f ferent months of the year for a period of th ree 
years (from January 1974 to December 1976), Copulation was 
noticed in la rge numbers in the months of Ju ly , August, September 
and October. Oviposition was a t i t s h ighest peak in the months 
of August, September, October and November, There were a t l e a s t 
th ree generations in a year. Overlapping of generations was 
found. Hatching took place round the year except extreme worse 
ecological condi t ions . The maximum number of hoppers and adu l t s 
were recorded from July to October, The adul t oviposited eggs 
in these months, which hatched in Pebini3?ary and Maareh, So 
population increased in March and Apri l , a f t e r which population 
again decrease due to extreme ho t . 
Climatic conditions c l ea r ly play a c r i t i c a l role in 
the r i s e and f a l l of grasshoppers population a t A l i g a i h . 
They appear to exert t h e i r major influence through the ef fec ts 
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of temperature and p rec ip i t a t i on on egg production by the 
females and on the survival and ul t imate hatching of the eggs 
produced. Temperatures during the d i f ferent months of the 
year show important ef fec ts upon the various stages present 
and under d i f fe r ing c l imat ic condi t ions . The timing of the 
various l i f e h i s t o i y events ( i . e . ov ipos i t ion , hatching and 
maturation) v a r i e s widely from yeat to year, depending upon 
the p a r t i c u l a r sequence of cl imatic events prevai l ing through-
out the en t i r e grasshopper cyc le . 
The l i f e cycle of male and female of Acrida exa l ta ta 
completed in 65-76 and 76 to 89 days respec t ive ly . I t has 
seven i n s t a r s before emerging as an a d u l t . Sometimes female 
has one add i t iona l i n s t a r , Precopulation period var ied from 
6 - 8 days for male, while female was ready for copulation 
soon a f t e r i t undergoes the f ina l moult. Copulation time 
var ied , i f l a s t s 40 to 156 minutes, r a r e ly 180 minutes. 
Oviposition s t a r t s 15-20 days a f t e r the emergence of 
female as adu l t . The period between f i r s t copulation and 
egg laying var ied from 7 to 20 days. Number of eggpods and 
number of eggs in each pod varied in d i f ferent ind iv idua l s . 
Number of eggs per pod varied from 56-79. Eggs arranged 
obliquely, one above the other and sloping towards the wall 
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in the egg pod, Eggpods were rough, fragile, long, cylindrical, 
straight, have rounded conical, apex flat, provided with concave 
cap. Length of pod varied 3.8 to 4.7 cms. and width 5.5 to 
8.5 cms. 
The reproductive behaviour of Acrida exaltata Walk, 
was studied. This includes some general information on 
congregation on a field "breeding site as well as detailed 
description of courtship, copulation and oviposition behaviour. 
The body weight of male was less than the female at 
the time of emergence. The body weight of males does not 
increase significantly following emergence. On the other, 
hand, in females, weight of the body significantly increases 
till maturation of the first batch of eggs. Then, there is 
a fall in this weight which is related with oviposition. Belated 
with the maturation of second batch of eggs, the body weight 
of female again increases. The change of in the ovarian weight 
follow a parallel course with the weight of the females. 
Physical factors plays very mmpoirtant role on the life 
history of an insect. Studies were made to note the effect 
of physical factors viz. Temperature, Humidity, Food and 
crowding. 
Temperature has direct effect upon all the biological 
activities specially on the rate of development. No hatching 
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was observed below 15°C and above 40°C The hatching period 
was 45, 35, 27, 23, 19, 17 and 16 days a t 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 
37 and 40 C respect ive ly . Development took place a t 25, 30 
and 35 and 40 C in 92,8, 74.8, 71.8 and 66.6 days in males and 
101.0, 86,4 , 85.6 and 75.2 days in females respec t ive ly . 
Percentage of hoppers reached adult stage was 34,2, 51 .5 , 
73.5 and 765& i n males and 31,0, 47.2, 68.0 and 7^ ,3% in females 
a t 25, 30, 35 and 37°C respec t ive ly . 
F e r t i l i t y and longevity of adu l t s was influenced by 
the temperature. Longevity of adul t s a t 20, 25, 30, 35 and 
37° C as was 68 + 2 .23 , 72 i; 0 .55, 78 + 1.57, 91 + 1.56 and 
87 + 1.59 in males and 99 + 2.82, 104 + 1.57, 113 + 1.93, 
121 + 2.82 and 116 + 2.95 days in females. Average number 
of copulation was 1.6, 2 .8 , 4 .2 , 5.2 and 5.6 a t 20, 25, 30, 
35 and 37°C respec t ive ly . Jwerage number of eggpods per 
female was 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7 a t 20, ? 5 , 30, 35 and 37°C 
respec t ive ly . 
The humidity of the s o i l must be a very importajnt 
fac to r in hatching since i t appears t ha t the rupture of the 
egg s h e U i s f a c i l i t a t e d by a ce r t a in degree of humidity. 
This may be concluded from the commonly observed fact 
of sudden mass hatching of nymphs a f t e r ra in , espec ia l ly 
in the species of hot and dry count r ies , the i^ lns are in 
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alasolutely necessary condition for the begining of hatching. 
In Acrida exa l ta ta Walk, the oviposi t ion frequency was more 
in case of dry topped s o i l s as compared to so i l s which were 
moist throughout. One of t o t a l 61 eggpods l a id 70,5 percent 
were l a id in the case of the foimer and 29.5 in the l a t t e r . 
Since so i l surface temperature was higher on dry s o i l s , the 
Acilda oviposi t a f t e r "basking on dry topped moist s o i l . 
The effect of incubating the Acrida exa l t a ta Walk, 
eggs in s o i l s of d i f ferent moisture content was studied and 
i t was found tha t 8 percent s o i l moisture a t temperature 
32.5 + 0,5cPC was the optimum for development from the point 
of v i a b i l i t y cum ha tchab i l i ty percentage. So i l s with f a r 
lower or fa r h igher l eve l s of moisture had the common effect 
of prolonging the incubation. Rate of development was affected 
by moisture present in the environment. No development took 
place a t 0, 10, 20% R.H., while i t was prolonged a t 90^ R.H. 
Most desirable range of humidity was observed between 50-70% 
R.H, Percentage of hoppers reach to adul t stage was highest 
77.86 and 81.25 in males and females respec t ive ly a t 70% R.H.; 
while lowest 30,75 and 43 percent in males and females 
respect ively a t 90% R.H. At high humidit ies nymphs were found 
du l l , while a t favourable range (50-70% R.H.) nymphs were 
a c t i v e . 
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Field and laboratory cage experiments indicates that 
food plants present in its habitat plays an important role 
in the ecology of this grasshopper. Its greater abundance 
in areas of cultivation compared to that in grasslands is 
likely explained by the presence of food plants favourable 
for its over all growth and increase. It was foimd that the 
rate of development, survival of nymphs and adults, size and 
longevity of adults, fecundity and size of eggpods were all 
affected by the food plants. Combination of tobacco and 
cotton with any food were the superior food of all those tested, 
In most instances the combination was better than either plant 
used alone. Certain plants appeared to be satisfactory foods 
during only part of the grasshopper growth period. This 
suggests the possibility that the nutritional requirements of 
this grasshopper may vary during different periods of its dece-
lopmental life history. 
Imong plants from cultivated areas Acrida exaltata 
showed a preference for tobacco, cotton, jowar and maize, 
however in the presence of preferred foods some feeding took 
place on less palatable plants indicating a possible need 
for variety in its diet. Among range plants it showed a 
definite preference for cultivated plants but fed also on 
various grasses and sedges to some extent. Thus the apparent 
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food preferences of th is grasshopper obviously must be related 
to the plants available in i t s habi ta t . 
I t has sometimes been supposed that a contributory-
factor in the formation of large swanas of locusts l i e s in 
the association of an increased reproductive rate vdth the 
change from phase sol i tar ia to gregaria. The present study 
of the effect of density on the reproduction of Acrtda 
exaltata was carried out in the laboratory. Density influences 
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